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Trading 
Places 
■ Panll 
Trattwiiws 
A freshman and a senior find out what it's 
like lo walk m the other's shoes when they 
trade lives and trade places. ■ ■ Pap 13 HI hear $10? Phi Sigma Pi hosted a date auction Tuesday night to raise money for the fraternity's phi- lanthropy projects. 17 HCU Tournament bouaJ Women''' tOCCtr Mi 'n'ld hockey both advance to respective NCAA Tournaments, which begin this uvekend. 
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Gradfair 
presents 
options 
for future 
BY JBANIHP GAII a, IKI 
senior writer 
Offering a chance ID ■peak k i 
representatives fmm 11 graduate 
schools. Inducting |\u -. the 
Graduate and Professional 
Programs Information hair lakes 
place today from 4 to 7 p.m. in 
the College Center liallmom 
The event, co-sponsored by 
the Senior Class Council and the 
College .il (.raduate and 
Professional IVograms, aims to 
provide all students, as well as 
members of the faculty and 
Harrisonburg community, per- 
sonal access to information 
regarding future education. 
according to Hnan Austin, sen- 
ior class president. 
"A fair such as this is worth- 
while because it provides tlte 
opportunity to speak din'ctly with 
people who have information 
about graduate and professional 
programs," said I aura Ryman, 
director of New Program 
Envelopment for the C'olk'go of 
Graduate and Professional pn>- 
grams "Speaking face to face with 
someone enhances communica- 
tton Finding information on the 
Web or through the mail is con- 
venient, but doesn't MUVklfl the 
personal interaction or omwrsa- 
Bon that often influences our deci- 
sions .., Fairs such as these pro- 
vide that personal interaction." 
According to Ryman, 
although this is the second 
annual graduate fair, with the 
next fair scheduled for Fall 2003, 
this is the first time the snun 
Class Council has co-sponsored 
the event I think tins is ,i valu- 
able partnership that will 
enhance different aspects of the 
fair," Ryman said. 
Austin said, "We decided to 
jump on board with [tl.clolk'ge 
of Graduate and Professional 
Programs) and host a fair that 
would bring in other graduate 
schools Through this pnxess we 
hoped to be able to bring out 
more students who wen' inter- 
ested in graduate-level degrees 
in general, not just specific to 
JMU's graduate level program! 
In addition to over 20 JMU 
graduate programs, representa- 
tives from 10 other graduate 
schools will be in attendance, 
according to the Graduate and 
Professional Programs 
Information Fair Web site, 
uwii'.nm. n/iiA gnpp/CRADFAIR- 
see GRADUATE page 5 
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PC purchase made easy 
Speaker proposes 
home computer 
buying process 
BY MKLISSA MATTINGLY 
contributing writer 
JMU's Lifelong Learning Institute 
riiruth --ponsored a former Blue 
Rktet Community College professor, 
who note on "Buying a computer: 
What you need to know." 
Retired BRCC mathemnhV*. pn> 
Moubough was the guest 
lecturer at Tuesday's Brown Bag 
Lunch Series. 
In his lecture, Sloubough stressed 
the imp.>rt,iiuv ol knowing what cjues- 
tions to ask when looking to buy a 
computer. lo illustrate this, he related 
buying a computer to buying a car. 
"Anyone that's going to spend $25,000 
to $30,000 would like to know what in 
the world they're spending that 
money for," Sloubough Mid He Mid 
the same goes for purchasing comput- 
ers; a buyer should know what they 
are paying for. 
aoubough suggested some ques- 
tions fot oontumai to nk, including 
how much power the computer has, if 
there an' any warranties and what 
Und Oh* repair sen ice is offered. 
"When you shop you have to know 
what questions to .isk Otherwise peo- 
ple will tell you what they want you to 
Ivliew sloubough said. "A sales- 
man's first task is to make you reel th.it 
you need what he has to sell " 
The first thing a responsible con- 
sumer ruvcis to ask themselves is what 
the computer will be used for, 
Sloubough said. 
Once you decide what use(s) your 
so* COMPUTER, page 5 
MATT CARASEU SJ\fnu,i /•hnn.grapher 
Terry Sloubough. retired Bkie Rldje Community College professor, spoke on how to buy a computer. 
Lecturer advocates cultural fluency 
Strategist, author teaches audience 'language of power,' keys to success 
BY SARA CHKISTOPH 
contributing writer 
An internationally recog- 
lecturcr. strategist and 
author taught an audience how 
to leam the "language of 
power" by becoming culturally 
fluent Tuesday in Grafton- 
Slocall Ihcalre. 
Phoebe tng's lecture, 
"Cultural Fluency: The Keys to 
Success in the 21st Century," 
WH sponsored by the Center 
for Multicultural and 
International Student Services. 
Eng   authored   the   critically 
acclaimed book "Warrior 
Lessons" and was a delegate to 
the U.N. World Conference on 
Women in Beijing. 
Frig opened the presentation 
by enthusiastically asking the 
audience to shout, "We have 
arrived!" Eng responded with. 
"Yes, we have arrived in ■ I m 
interesting rime in Amenean 
histurv.' She went on to explain 
how in the '50s and '60s the 
words "multicultural" and 
diversity" in America simply 
meant, "how well you could 
blend in." According to Eng, 
-66 — 
... there is nothing 
much to fit into 
these days. 
— Phoebe Eng 
lecturer. sirattciM. author 
"Now. fitting in is no longer an 
option; there is nothing much to 
fit into these days." 
Cultural fluency, according to 
Eng, is "the idea of understand- 
ing and being understood across 
any given a immunity " Fngsaid, 
If you don't have it, you are not 
going to be a leader, and you are 
not going to be successful." 
A kev characteristic in cul- 
tural fluency is the ability to lis- 
ten, Eng said I Mental is dis- 
tinguishing what is not bring 
said from silence." Another 
challenge Eng put forth is being 
able to step outside your com- 
fort /.me. In order lo counts t 
with others, "that is the place 
we need to go," Eng said 
Eng pointed out that 71) per- 
cent of people under 10 years 
old in America are non-white, 
and 50 percent of people under 
40 are also non-white. With these 
kinds of statistics, Eng said that 
in order to "bnng the world into 
a globalized place," it is neces- 
sary hi be culturally "flexible." 
Eng said. I think we would be 
better as a si«iet\ if we had k'ad- 
ers of different types; we have to 
start recognizing leadership in 
dittcivnt forms." 
According to Eng, "You 
sir CVI.TVKAL. page 5 
Professor probes Muslim mindset 
Students learn 'What Everyone Needs to Know About Islam' 
BY KI M>I< \ I-'ISK 
c cmlrlBttting «tiler 
Attempting to lake students 
on a tour into tin- minds of 
Muslims. Mamdou Mi 
p,,k, efton-Stovall 
Theatre Monday evening. 
Mohamed is a professor of 
Islam and Arab language M 
\merican Open Univ.i re 
Entitled "What Everyone VI  h 
to Know About Islam," the 
hour-and-a-half ecent MM 
sponsored bv the Muslim 
•student Association and 
I ntverstty Program Board. 
"The linguistic meaning of 
Mam. MCONtag to the Arabic 
dictionary, is surrender, purity, 
peace.'" Mohamed said. "Trie 
Isl.imu meaning is fully surren 
dering oneself to almighty (.■.( 
BRI \s niKWnairr**»nvi*iT 
M.mdou Moh.rr*d described how ******** IMM 
» homosexuality, Sept. 11, 2001 and veiling women. 
According to Mohamed, 
there are 13 millkm Muslims in 
the world, making one out of 
every five people Muslim He 
said only 15 percent of Muslims 
are actually Aral-s 
Uiscussing the equation for 
understanding Islam, M»6+5, 
Mohamed said. "Meaning plus 
six beliefs plus five deeds and arts 
equals a clear understanding of 
the Islamic religion." He said the 
sis beliefs ,ire believing in I «xl, in 
Hie angels, in God's revealed 
books, in the prophets and mes- 
sengers of God, in the day of 
judgment and in Al-Qadar, which 
is divine predestination. 
Issues such as homosexuali- 
ty and the reason for veiling a 
woman were raised. "Muslims 
sav islam is HX) percent against 
homosexuality," he said. 
Regarding ilk' 9ept It, 2001 
attacks. Mohamed said, "I think 
every Muslim amdemned the 
events of [Sept. 11] in terms of 
killing inniKvnt people. Many 
Muslims still have doubts mat 
((>sama) Bin I aden was responsi- 
ble. However, either way, the peo- 
ple who did it are condemned." 
Addressing   the   issue   of 
women and their veils, 
Mohamed said, "Women arc 
more beautiful than men; these 
veils are worn so that women di i 
not attract men with their body." 
Mohamed's veil discussion 
raised some eyebrows among 
the audience. Sophomore 
1 ,ii \/i a Bhaunagri, a member of 
MSA, agreed with the speaker 
and said a veil is not forced 
upon women "However, when 
you feel that you arc spiritually 
readv for it, it is recommended 
that you wear it," she said. "At 
tins point, I want to tan 
other aspects of my faith. Once I 
feel that I am ready spiritually I 
will start to wear the veil" 
Sophomore Taylor Kennedy, 
though, said, "I thought that 
what he said about women wm 
interesting He said that it I noi 
oppression, but it's leaped 
However, I don't think that i- 
) that it's practiced." 
According to senior Elizabeth 
Cumin, "I have never under- 
stood the concept of veiling as 
protecting women's privacy and 
beauty. As someone who studies 
anthrtipok)gy, I have seen how 
beauty is relative SARAH STANrt7;«rn,>!ii, , r.dloi 
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DUKE  DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR 
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14 
• PmlM & Worship and "Prahman Night" will be held at 530 
Em .it tho Baptift Student Union House on the corner of 
intrril Avenue and South Main Street, a block from campus. 
• |MU'i School of Thtatm and Dance performance of "The 
Glaw Menagerie'' by UM<IH>S<V Williams continues today 
and tomorrow at H p.m. at I atimer-Shaeffer Theatre in Duke 
Hall. Tickets are $8 for the general public and S6 for JAC 
card holder-.. Nntol citizens and children. Call x8-7000 for 
more information 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15 
• A    Bucklf Up Anu'rk.i" infornntion booth sponsored by 
Alpha Kappi Alpha Sorority, Inc. will take place in the 
W.irr.'n H.ill mailmom fn>m 10 am. to 2 p.m. 
• ITte Asian Student Union and University Program Board pres- 
ent   ( ^TKT.isun/.   th.- 4th annual Culture Show at 7 p.m. in 
Wilson I fall. The went k fm and is a WflflfMH passpxt event. 
I ml will feature an evening ol different acts that represent 
tradition and n*x1«'m ailhm-s Miih .is dances, a fashion show 
and manv monv Por more information e-mail kinibsx. 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16 
• Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. sponsors "Club Skee- 
Weef" from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m. in the PC Ballroom. 
• The equestrian club will hold its intercollegiate horse show, 
11a.m. at Oak Manor Fram. For directions and to RSVP, 
email tqunlmn9jmutiu. 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17 
• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry will hold a Eucharist serv- 
ice at 5 p.m., followed by a home-cooked meal. The 
Canterbury House is located on South Mam Street across 
from the Quad, between Buffalo Wild Wings and the Zirkle 
House. With questions, please call 432-9613. 
• Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. and Students for 
Minority Outreach sponsor "University Sunday" at 11 a.m. 
in Taylor 207. For more information contact Jennifer Johnson 
at johnsljc or Lyndsay Gates at gatesie. 
• The men's club basketball team has a game at 3p.m. at 
UREC against Virginia Tech. 
POLICE LOG 
BY SHARON HI I MCNI I 
polict log 'i /""I* < 
A suspicious white male idei 
as 50 to 60 years old wivfjj 
wearing Black jeane .ind arial, was 
seen at Hilis • ■ i ■ .   Nov. 9 at 
The subject reportedly was knocking 
on the door and also was observed 
sleeping on a small brick retainer 
wall The individual has not neon 
located 
In other matters, campus^plice 
report the following: 
Possession of Marijuana1 
Elisa I  Rafter  19 of Alexandra, was 
■vested and charger! wilh poases- \  - 
sion of marijuana in Blue Hidge Hall f^ 
Nov. 8 at 11.21 p.m 
•mage 
i^poneo at Chandler 
Hall Nov."'* between ; 45 and 3 a.m. 
A handrail was reportedly removed 
from the wall. 
Number of drunk injublic charges 
since Aug 26:  58 
LOG 
WEATHER 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday 
Monday 
Today 
Mostly Sunny 
,   High 57 Low 39 
Showers 
Showers 
Rainy 
Partly Cloudy 
High Low 
55 37 
43 31 
42 31 
39 31 
MARKET WATCH 
AsorobMonweoneBXty November 13 2002 
DOW JONES 
9.12 
dose 2.336 59 
NASDAQ 
11.77 
close: 1.361 33 
AMEX 
3.83  f 
close 810.47 
SSP 500 
0.43 
dose 88253 
t 
INFORMATION ADVERTISING STAFF 
fTia brvozo is published Monday and Thursday morn ngs and distributed 
throughout James Madison Unwersty and the local Hantaonourg oommunity. 
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MaWngaddnss: 
'■•010 jl Anthony-Seooer Ha* 
MSC13805 
Jamas Madison University 
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Coordinator 
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NeaSkns 
CLASSIFIEDS 
How to place a classified: Come to The freeze 
office weekdays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. 
Cost $3.00 for the first 10 words. $2 for each 
adrjtkxial 10 words; boxed classified. $10 
per column inch. 
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon 
Tuesday for Thursday issue. 
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The 
Breeze office. 
LBLE OF CONTE 
NEWS 
Center for innovation m health and 
human services 3 
OPINION 
Player profile makes him easy 
to catch 7 
Supermarkets show common lifestyle    7 
Letters to the editor 7 
Campus spotlight: What's a seven- 
word phrase lor how you feel about 
global warming? 7 
Indrvidual identity before group identity   8 
LEISURE 
Crossword and horoscopes 
FOCUS 
Trading places 
STYLE 
Phi Sigma Pi date auction 
"Glass Menagerie' review 
Student dance concert 
All things literary 
Diversity plays way to Wilson Hall 
SPORTS 
Women's soccer NCAA preview 1 
Women's soccer CAA awards 1 
Field hockey NCAA preview 1 
Field hockey CAA awards 1 
Men's basketball exhibition 1 
Breeze reader's view 1 
Picks ol the week 1 
Staff writers' 
workshop at 
6 p.m. in the 
basement of 
Anthony- 
Seeger. 
Iff* ifmwH*- 
ICECREAM 
flavor of the 
Week 
kem| 
Downtown: 433-3917 
i\ 
' 
_L_ 
56 E WoUeSt 
Beside Kane's 
uy One Combo Meal, ' 
Get Second       , 
Half Off! 
I xp. ll-tl-QJ _' 
JMU FOOTBALL 
vs. WILLIAM & MARY 
PURPLE OUT! 
UimiSPteRTS: 
Saturday, November 16 
1:30 p.m. 
Bridgeforth Stadium 
Come dressed in Purple and Gold 
to cheer your Dukes onto Victory! 
Remember to join your Resident 
Hall Competition for a chance to 
win a picnic for your entire group! 
I 
m 
liKHlMr 
Call me.   I can help. 
442-7878 
Law Office of Richard G. Morgan 
Visa and MasterCard accepted 
NO MORE HASSLES! 
NEWS 
$9.3 million on the line 
Kansas State U. students 
protest budget cuts, hope to 
show legislators students 
are being affected. 
THURSDAY, NOV. 14, 20021 THE BREEZE 13 
'The clinic provides a multi- 
disciplinary approach to 
assessment and it 
is rewarding ..." 
SISTER GLENNA SMITH 
graduate psychology student 
MtfMjrMn 
Kansas State U. students fight for future 
BY SARAH RICK 
Kansas State Collegian 
Kansas State University stu- 
dents had a message for legisla- 
tors. With picket signs and 
chants, man than 400 students 
and faculty demanded an end to 
budget cuts. "Say no to cuts, say 
yes to learning," was the cry as 
protesters rallied Tuesday night 
at Pack the Library Night: A 
Rally for Higher Education. 
The event, organized by the 
Student Governing Association, 
aimed to increase awareness of the 
financial crisis K-State is in because 
of state budget cuts, which haw 
reduced the university's spending 
power by $93 million. 
"The main goal was to MTVt 
students be able to demonstrate 
the need  for education  and 
thorn our legtabrton students do 
care," John O'H.u.i. student sen- 
ate chair MfcL Eft ttOIC k) IMP 
up. Students can't absorb the 
cuts. I think it is extremely 
important legislators know stu- 
dents are being affected and stu- 
dents do cue 
The rally began with chants 
ot "hey, hey, ho, ho, sting\ aits 
have got to go," and signs that 
read "focus on the future," "no 
more cuts" and "support higher 
education." The crowd marched 
toward Anderson Hall and on 
to President Jon Wefald's resi- 
dence before returning to the 
library entrance. 
The library was chosen for 
the rally as a symbolic site alter 
students expressed concerns 
about hours being reduced 
because of funding shortfalls 
earlier this Mil 
1 ratify don't think Kansas 
citizens have a clue what the 
-66  
/ think it is extremely 
important legislators 
know students are 
being affected... 
-JohnO'Hara 
yudenl senate chair 
Kansas Stale Univcrsitv. 
— 99 
legislature is doing," Brice 
Hobrock, dean of libraries, 
said. "I'm just ama/ed I think 
we ve not to get more aware- 
ness of the problem." 
Student Body Via' President 
Todd Kohman, whose sign read 
Slop the Brain Drain, Fund 
Our Schools," said he was 
pleased with the turnout, and 
he hopes people will now real- 
ize what is going on at K-State. 
"My personal goal is to raise 
awareness at the state level and 
even on campus," Kohman said. 
After an hour of picketing, 
students wen? asked to write let- 
ters to their legislators and 
Govemor-vksrt Kathleen Sebelius 
asking tW support of higher edu- 
cation funding, 
SenkT Amy Musk said she 
attended the rally after seeing 
what effect the budget cuts wen? 
having on her major's classes. 
It's hard hi get into them any- 
way," Music said. "We have class- 
es unavailable. If they are full and 
you don't have enough credit 
hours, you can't get into them." 
Student    body    president 
Brian Cook said, "There will still 
be people who will not know 
the dire situation we are in until 
they walk into an empty class- 
room. It's something we need to 
be proactive about." 
For sophomore David Smith, 
sophomore, the affordability of 
higher education for all students 
is at stake. "Some students can't 
even come to school because 
they don't have the money," he 
said. "Increasing the price to 
attend is disallowing students 
to come to school." 
Legislators attending the 
event had a message for stu- 
dents as well. Senate Majority 
Leader Lana Oleen said she will 
work on a revenue package that 
will restore funding to higher 
education, although budget cuts 
are unavoidable. 
"It is important to know- 
that no one anticipated our 
economy would go as far 
south as it did," Oleen said. 
"Our hope is to put together a 
package to get us through the 
next year or two. It's going to 
be tough nationwide." 
Also in attendance repre- 
senting the Legislature were 
Roger Reitz, 67th district repre- 
sentative, and Sydney Carlin, 
66th district representative. 
Oleen said there are two 
options when it comes to the 
midyear cuts. 
The governor and the gover- 
nor-elect will make the decision 
before January absent the 
legislature, Oleen said. 
O'Hara said more events 
will be needed in the future, but 
budget cuts are imminent. "The 
severity is deep," he said. "It's 
only going to get worse." 
\ss( (■ k ih, K,I 
Students carry signs Tuesday outside of Kansas State University* Hale Library In protest of budget 
cuts. The protesters then wrote letters to state representatives and Governor-elect Kathleen Sebeaui 
expressing their concerns following the rally, which over 400 students attended. 
Lindenwood   University 
embraces barter system 
Health Program center 
provides students with 
hands-on experience 
BY STEPHANIE SIMON 
Los Angeles Times 
The gorgeous new dining 
hall at Lindenwood University 
in St. Charles, Mo. serves pizzas 
hot fnim a wood-fired oven, 
turkey breast carved to order by 
a chef, platters of fresh-baked 
cookies and pie. 
But it's the pork chops 
dished out at the steaming 
Comfort Food Station that ktvp 
Junior Hen ton Haines in school 
It's not that he particularly likes 
them—he's picky about his 
meals — but the pork chops are 
paving his tuition. 
In a program that holds out 
thought for food, Lindenwood 
University now takes payment 
in pigs. 
As the stumbling economy 
drags down the small farm 
towns surrounding the college 
— owners that for decades 
proudly sent their top students 
to Lindenwood — President 
Dennis Spellmann has reached 
out with an offer to barter 
He'll trade a liberal-arts educa- 
tion at his small private college 
— retail value $ 11,200 a year — 
for any commodity the dining 
hall can use. 
Six families so far h.ne 
swapped their swim- for schol- 
arship, trading hogl thai IR 
worth little on the open market 
for classes in business or edu- 
cation on Lindenwood's tree- 
lined suburban campus. 
In the bargain, they've filled 
the cafeteria- tnv/i-rs with fresh- 
off-the-farm sausage, bacon — 
even whole pigs, which are 
smoked on an outdtxir barbecue 
spit before home f.xrtball games. 
"I often wondered if that was 
dad's pig up there," said Sally 
Miller, 24, a kindergarten teacher 
whose family paid in hop* for her 
last two wars at I indenwixxl. 
Now Spellmann is on a mis- 
sion to expand the three-year- 
old program; he's hoping to 
bring 50 barter students a WSJ 
to I indonwood. He's promoting 
the deal to rural schtx>l superin- 
tendents. He's pushing it with 
agricultural trade groups. He's 
even advertising in the Farm 
Journal. ("Pork: The Other 
Tuition Payment.") 
The offer is well-timed and 
not just because farmers are 
struggling In the past two 
decades, college tuition has 
soared. Even adjusting for infla- 
tion, the average tuition more 
than doubled at public and pri- 
vate universities from 1981 to 
2001, according to the College 
Board. Median family income 
mse just 25 percent. 
The typical graduate leaves 
college carrying $18,000 in debt. 
To help parents shaken by 
such numbers, college adminis- 
trators have begun to get creative. 
Lindenwood appears to be 
the only school engaging in 
direct swaps with parents. But a 
dozen other small private col- 
leges ha\e signet! on with trad- 
ing networks, also known as 
barter hanks. 
Members of such networks 
provide free labor and merchan- 
dise to one another. A central 
administrator keeps track of 
how much each member 
"deposits'' in the barter bank (in 
the form of work he does for 
others)    and   how   much   he 
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I often wondered if that 
was dad's pig up there. 
Sail) Mi HIT 
Lindenwood Universil) graduate 
Sally Miller's parents spent their last hog on her college 
tuition In a bartering agreement with Lindenwood. Miller Is 
shown on her family's farm In Sllex. Mo. 
"withdraws" (in the form of 
services for himself). 
Frame-store owner Al 
Houston paid for his son's 
degree in chemistry that way, 
bartering $75,000 worth of his 
services to other members of the 
network in exchange for free 
tuition at I-a Roche. 
"It was a godsend," he said 
In the farm town of Silex, Mo. 
about a half-hour's drive north- 
west of Lindenwood, Elaine 
Bruns echoes those words. 
When hog prices tanked in 
1998, she and her husband, 
Kurt, found themselves losing 
money on every animal they 
sold. They didn't know how 
they could afford to keep their 
daughter. Miller, studying for 
her degree in education. 
That's when Spellmann — 
himself a farm kid, way back — 
stepped in with the offer to barter 
He figured out how much 
the meat from one pig would 
cost the college on the wholesale 
market. He then discounted 
Miller's tuition by that sum for 
every hog the Bruns delivered 
to a local slaughterhouse. The 
pigs were pn>cessed there, and 
the packaged meat sent on to 
the cafeteria 
Bruns figures her daughter's 
junior and senior years cost the 
family about 50 hogs. Those ani- 
mals would have brought in less 
than $4,500 at auction. To have 
them cover $22,000 in college 
tuition is almost more than she 
tan believe. "It was such a 
relief," she said. 
Plus, she knew Miller was 
eating well at school. Especially 
on days when the menu boasted 
"Missouri mast pork." 
"We were proud of that, 
too," Bruns said. "You bet." 
"The program makes gtxxi 
sense for everyone," said Rex 
Haines, who paid for (iru^third of 
his son Benton's tuition with pork 
chops and pork steaks this year. 
BY JANE MCHUGH 
senior writer 
JMU students can now get 
real-life experience interacting 
with and caring for individuals 
in the community. 
The Center for Innovation in 
Health and Human Services, 
located in the Modular 
Building, works to address com- 
munity needs and provide stu- 
dents with this valuable experi- 
ence. According to Emily 
Akerson, program coordinator, 
"the goal is to be responsive to 
community needs, enhance stu- 
dent learning and build com- 
munity partnerships." 
Concerning student learn- 
ing, Akerson said that JMU stu- 
dent volunteers have been 
essential to the pn>grams and 
that "the [programs] could not 
go cm without that help." 
Akerson described the cen- 
ter as an umbrella structure, of 
which many organizations are 
a part. A few of these organiza- 
tions include Caregiver's 
Community Network, The 
Health Place and the Child 
Development Clinic, she said. 
According to Vickie I andes. 
administrative assistant of 
CCN, "CCN is a partnership 
between James Madison 
University and the Central and 
Western Virginia Chapter of the 
Alzheimer's Association." 
Formed in July 2001, CCN is 
a state-funded grant program 
that "provides support to the 
caregivers of persons with 
Alzheimer's disease or memory 
loss and the frail elderly in the 
areas of Augusta, Page, 
Rockingham and Shenandoah 
counties," I andes said. 
CCN provides support 
through weekly \isits to the per- 
son's home, phone calls, a toll-free 
help line and much more, she said. 
According to Landes, with 
over 80 percent of CCN volun- 
teers from JMU, students are a 
key part of CCN. 
Senior Becca Smith has been 
6 6 
... working with people 
affected by 
{Alzheimer's] disease 
is very rewarding. 
— Been Smith 
senior. CCS volunteer 
95 
volunteering  for CCN  since 
January and said she finds that 
"interacting with people affect- 
ed bv [ Alzheimer's] disease 
is very rewarding." 
The Health Place, v-lab- 
lished in February 20UI and 
located in Stanley, is another 
organization that is part ot the 
Center tor Innovation in Health 
and Human Services 
According to Akerson. with 
the assistance of volunteers, the 
Health I'lace pmvidis a variety 
of health MCVtCH 10 Pan 
County residents. Akerson said 
The Health Place otter- mti ICH 
that are not otherwise available 
to residents. For instance, it has 
provided "fun, affirming activi- 
ties for children living in the 
domestic violence shelter, 
Akerson said. 
According to a Health Place 
brochure, the organization hosts 
numemushcalth-relatol evvntv 
such as parenting classes .mil 
nutrition and health education 
counseling Akerson Mid |ML 
students who primarily an1 
involved with working for The 
Health Place an' mining dJtM 
ics and social work majors. 
Developed in the IsTOs, The 
Child Development Clinic, a 
partner of The Health Place, also 
is associated with the Center tor 
Innovation in Health and 
Human Services. 
Liz Dahmus, nurse coordina- 
tor for the Child Development 
Clinic, said it hopes, "to provide 
diagnirstic evaluations for <hil- 
dren from the ages of birth 
through 20 years .., [and] otter 
case management services to the 
t.imilv to assist them in access- 
ing care |for their children|." 
The clinic is a training facility 
for manv students including 
nursing, social work, special 
education and psychology 
majors, Dahmus said. 
According to Dahmus, stu- 
dents who work there help 
coordinate the evaluations and 
participate in case management 
Sister 1 Henna Smith, a grad 
uate psychology student. Mid 
she enjoys working at the V hild 
Development Clinic. 
.•Wording to Sister Smith, 
her work at the clinic involves 
the psychological MMMMnl al 
children. "The clinic providM I 
multidisciplinary appnraeh to 
assessment and it is rewarding 
... to provide children and lam 
ilies with inlomi.ition that will 
be helpful to them," she said. 
New executive 
VP and CFO 
named to JMU 
Foundation, mci 
Thomas 11 S h.i.'fler has 
beennamed emutivc viceprvs 
idem and ial officer 
ol the lame Madison 
University Foundation Inc., 
lOOONHoj I release 
fnim (Ml media relations. 
Schaeffer. who was | 
resident M\>.\ I 
undation 
>87    Tlie   fou 
which was established in 1%M, 
promotes the welfare, i 
service to the public and objec- 
tives .>t |M1 and enooui 
vale gifts to the univ, 
more inlonnation on the JMU 
Foundation Inc., call xB-3187. 
—compMfnm staff rrporls 
Students to 
attend annual 
protest at Fort 
Benning, Ga. 
Tomorrow begins a  week- 
end-king mass convergence of 
I at the School of the 
it Benning, ('.a. 
which many |MU students say 
they plan to attend. 
Protesters are part of School of 
the America's Watch, an organiza- 
tion formal to dose the 
the Americans, which members 
believe to be training latin 
American terrorists, according to a 
Dec. 6,2001 article in TV Bm'a. 
More   than   7,000   people 
attended last year ■ rally, and 
more are expected to attend this 
i.ling to Sdtool of the 
member |enny 
Schockemoehl, a senior 
Last November JMU alumni 
AM Miller (DO) and tluii-sopho- 
.i Idertoos  were 
it the annul 
I ,passing   onto   Fort 
Benning's ground holh current- 
ly are serving jail sentences from 
lunior   .nut   memlvt 
Harrisonliurg   School   i>f   the 
Americas Watch Lac; 
lalry that the* 
double standanl in the war i - 
ronsm There is so much i 
. ur patriotic duty to fight 
terrorism, but my rri.i 
prison tor fighting what is very 
obviously a school tor tvmmMn." 
For more information on 
School of the Americas Watch 
or     the      protest 
Schockemoehl at 438-1082. 
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Massanutten Resort 
SKI FOR FREE! 
Now hiring lor Ski Season 
(December through March) 
Lilt Attendants. Snow Tubing Attendants, Rental Shop 
Attendants, Instructors, Cashiers, Telephone 
Operators. Retail Shop, and Food Service 
Free Mid-Week Skiing, Rental Equipment, and Lessons for Working Only 20 Hours Per Week 
Stop by the Ski Office Mon-Fri 8:30 am to 4:30 pm to (ill out an application 
289-4954 
YELLOW CAB 
• Radio Dispatched 
• Service to all major airports 
• Wheelchair accessible vehicles 
•Prompt. Courteous Service* 
24 Hours a day, 7 days a week • Very flexible, part time positions available 
Thursday - 
m 
TASTEFUUTREASURES 
fhe Worx 
Saturday - The Worx 
Sunday • Free Pod 
Mm Talent Search 
■Mil (540) 433-1001 
(540)434-5146 
"SAY UNIT"  MommaG7@aol.com 
1950-A DEYERLE AVE. HARRISONBIIRG       CHECK US Oirr ONLINE Ahiompub com 
Ask about Hostess Gifts and a FREE Cruise 
Call for more details and reserve a party date now! 
Specializing in 
In-Home Parties, 
Lingerie, Lotions, 
Laughter & FUN! 
Novelties, Bodywear, 
Adult Toys 
& Sensual Aids. 
•Call for monthly specials* 
•& discounts* 
STUDENT TRAVEL Hci***f",S 
Theasant H(un Toum/iomes Hair Corral: 
NO Watting In 
Barber Shop 
$6.00 HAIRCUTS 
Complete Una ol 
H»lr Products 
Tinning Bed* Year-Round 
12 Barbers on Staff 2 Hairstylists on Staff 
fl/Mttwerttal 7 AM to 10:3° PM -7 DAYS A WEEK 
VAN SPECIALISTS 
Front Door Parking, Beautifully Landscaped Yards 
RENTACAR 
•LOW RATES! 
433-3549 
Great Room Eat In 
Kitchen 
Deck or Patio 
4 'Bedroom Toumfwmes, IndividualLeases, 
and'Rgommate Situations available 
Refrigerator with lea Maker, 
Washer and Dryer, Microwave, 
Free Bus Service, Dishwasher 
Cable/Phone/Ethernet available 
'Pheasant H^m Toumfwmes 
Open Monday • Friday 10am-5pm 
Call 801 -0660, e-mail pheasant@pheasantrun.net, 
or stop by 321 Pheasant Run Circle 
View i map to our location or take a virtual tour on 
QUALIFIED DRIVERS OVER 21 WELCOME! 
3275 Main at South Main Amoco(Near Ramada Inn) Hamsonburg 
CAUta £>zfisiedd 
Chinese Restaurant 
1-m aWiw,    $10.00 ttmmmm ■ ImkUd A**> 
Open 7 days a week till 1 am 
(540) 568-9899 
1031 Port Republic Rd 
nexl lo Food Lion 
Get a Free T-Shirt 
«     . .«-    a., _*.    », **       when you order $50 or more! Special Combination Platters 
All Entreea served with Fned Rice, Spring Roll. « Soup. 
Choice of Soup Wonton. Egg Drop or Hot & Sour Only 
SCI Chicken Broccoli 
SC2 Pork Chicken. Beet or Shrimp Chow Mem 
SC3 Sweet and Sour Chicken 
SC4 Sweet and Sour Pom 
SC5 Moo Goo Gai Pan 
' SCS Chicken with Garlic Sauce 
SC7 Hunan Chicken 
SC8 Pork with Mined Vegetables 
SC9 Mixed Chinese Vegetables 
'SC10 Hunan Vegetables 
SC11 Chicken with Cashew Nuts 
'SC12 Kung Pao Chicken 
" SC 13 Szechuan Chicken 
SCI4 Almond Chicken 
'SC15 Hunan Beef 
SC16 Pepper Steak 
tuner. Special only $3.95 ll-4pm 
SC17 Beel with Broccoli 
"SC18 Szechuan Beef 
SC19 Jumbo Shrimp with Lobster Sauce 
'SC20 Snnmp wilh Mned Vegetables 
SC21 Hunan Shrimp 
SC22 Triple Delight 
•SC23 General Tso's Chicken 
SC24 Sesame Chicken 
SC25 Four Seasons 
SC26 Fork. Chicken, Beef, or Shrimp Lo Mem 
SC27 Chicken with Vegetables 
• indicates Spicy (can be altered to last*) 
So* Wooer mmu In JUU phon, book 
Credit cards accepted 
We do not accept checks 
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Cultural literacy embraces diversity 
MAUKI.I N Ml I MS ...nuinminsi*,ikitniphtr 
PlKMb* Eng tpokc on cultural literacy and equity Tuesday. 
CULTURAL, from pap 1 
have to forget every single 
.issumption of how you 
think (he world is ordered.'' 
Eng discussed how when 
others appear to have noth- 
ing in common with us. we 
tend to think, "1 will never 
be able to talk to them, so I'll 
just write them off com- 
pletely." But Eng said she 
suggested forgetting the 
things that separate you 
from others and instead 
focusing on the things in 
common. Then you can pose 
the more important ques- 
tion, "how are you related to 
me?" Eng added. 
"Equity" takes presence over 
"equal opportunity," she said. 
She talked about the 
issue of campuses seeming 
to be segregated not as a 
bad thing, but as "a very 
powerful idea," Eng said. 
"As long as it is coupled 
with the willingness to 
work together, it can still 
give students the chance to 
share their experiences and 
cultural heritage." 
"We have a  lot of work 
-46- 
We have to remember it 
is not a counting game, 
and certainly not a 
quota game. 
— Phoebe Eng 
lecturer, strategic, author 
59 
ahead of us," Eng said, look- 
ing toward the future. After 
debating affirmative action 
and similar policies with the 
audience, Eng asked, "How 
many people feel that we 
have leveled the playing 
field?" No one raised their 
hand. "We have to remember 
it is not a counting game," 
she said, "and certainly not a 
quota game. It is not like a 
Benetton ad." 
At the end of the event, Eng 
encouraged the students to 
discuss the ideas with others. 
"I don't think we are trained to 
think in constructive ways, but 
instead in argumentative 
ways," she said. She encour- 
aged audience members to 
st.irt out discussions by trying 
to find a solution, rather than 
debating opinion* 
Eng's points seemed to 
affect many in the audience 
"I liked her ideas on cultural 
fluency," freshman Dana 
Rusch said. "It really opened 
up my eyes. In the work field 
you always think of diversity, 
but fluency is so much more 
than that. Diversity is wh.it 
we are all made of, but fluen- 
cy is being able to adapt and 
work with that diversity." 
Senior Anita Tonakamsaid, 
"I think she is a great role 
model for Asian-Americans 
and for all minorities. The (fit- 
cussion presented some very 
important issues, and she did 
.i >;reat job in bringing out both 
•-idt"- oi Ilit- tli-Kite 
"Give the world your 
best and you may get hurt," 
Eng concluded. "But you 
have to give the world your 
best anyway." 
Computer choice based on individual needs 
COMPUTER, from pa$e 1 
computer will have, you need to 
decide how much power you 
will need to accommodate your 
needs. Referring to the car anal- 
ogy, Sloubough said you will 
not need a Dodge Viper if the 
only driving you do is back and 
forth to the store. Sloubough 
said, "The slowest processor {tut 
there is pnjbably adequate for 
what I'm going to do." 
Regarding hardware, 
Sloubough said, "You generally 
don't need to know about it 
unless you're technically inter- 
ested." However, he said there 
are a few components that 
should be asked about, espe- 
cially the hard drive. He sug- 
gested getting a hard drive with 
around 7200 rotation per 
minute, but if you intend to 
take a lot of digital pictures then 
getting a larger, faster hard 
drive would be a better idea. 
Next, he said to check into 
the random access memory 
because this is what supports 
must ol tin- system's software. 
Sloubough pointed out that a 
minimum of 128 megabytes of 
memory is needed to run most 
programs. "The newer the 
software you use, the more 
critical memory becomes," 
Sloubough said. 
Sloubough said the last com- 
ponent of the computer you 
need to look .it is the monitor. 
The three basic types of moni- 
tors are liquid crystal display 
-6 6- 
The newer the software 
that you use, the more 
critical memory 
becomes. 
—Tern Sloubough 
retired BRCC professor 
-*9 
screen, which is found on all 
laptops, flat screen monitors 
and the round screen, which 
most desktops use. 
When you  are ready to 
buy a computer, Sloubough 
said you first should consider 
if you an? going to buy it in 
person or through mail. 
Buying a computer because it 
is cheap and the store is close 
to home, may turn out to be 
more of a hassle than it Is 
worth, he said. Many compa- 
nies require you to send your 
computer back to the factory 
for repairs, which could take 
a long time. Sloubough rec- 
ommended companies like 
Dell or Gateway for their easy 
repair sen ite 
lastly, Sloubough discussed 
the importance of cost when 
buying a computer. He said you 
probably can buy a computer 
for as low as $500, and about 
$1,000 can buy a decent com- 
puter for the average computer 
user. For $2,000 you can get a 
"tremendously good machine." 
laptops are more expensive 
than desktops, he saui 
Rosemarie Palmer, a 
retired chemistry lab instruc- 
tor asked, "How do we keep 
up (with all the changes in 
the computer world)?" 
Sloubough suggested read- 
ing PC World magazine, say- 
ing it is written for people 
who do not necessarily know 
much about computers. He 
continued, saying that a lot of 
the time, you will find that 
you don't need to keep up 
with the trends if your cur- 
rent system works well for 
your own personal needs. 
Graduate 
fair offers 
range of 
programs 
GRADUATE, from ;w,y/ / 
PAGE.him. Some of these 
schools include Virginia 
Commonwealth University, 
the University of Virginia, 
Virginia Tech, University of 
Richmond, American 
University and Georgetown 
University, according to the 
Web site. 
Austin said he felt the 
fair would be directly bene- 
ficial to many students 
because the downturn in the 
economy has led to a recent 
upsurge in graduate school 
enrollment. 
"With the current state of 
the economy, more people 
are choosing to gain higher 
levels of education, 
whether it be at the under- 
graduate level or, in our 
case. graduate-level 
degrees," Austin said. "By 
offering an event such as 
this to the undergraduate 
population of JMU and the 
surrounding community, 
vvc .ire assisting them in 
planning for their futures." 
Austin said a good 
turnout at this semester's 
fair will help perpetuate 
this type of opportunity in 
the future. 
"Anyone should come 
who is interested in learning 
about graduate schools and 
the programs that are 
offered ... As long as this 
event is successful this year, 
we will strongly encourage 
other class councils and 
organizations to sponsor 
these types of information 
fairs in the future." 
For more information 
Hoarding the Graduate and 
I'r.'l.ssion.il Programs 
Information Fair, visit 
utiit'.jmii.edu/cgapp/GRADFAlR- 
PAGE.hlm or contact the 
Student Government 
Association office at x8-6376 
cover your butt, 
better yet, help cover your [tuition] m 
College can mean maneuvering through a lot of different things, but tuition payments shouldn't be 
one of them. That's where Army ROTC comes in. Here, you'll develop skills that'll last a lifetime. 
Meet friends you can count on. And have a shot at getting a 2- or 3-year scholarship. Talk to an 
Army ROTC advisor today, and find out more about our scholarship program. We've got you covered. 
ARMY ROTC   Unlike any other college course you can take. 
Sign up for daises now! 
Contact CPT Rosenkranz at 568-3633 
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Olde Mill Village 
"It's more laid-back over here...and 
you can't beat the price and location," 
-Current tenant, on why he renewed his lease. 
*     *     *     *     * 
"This is great! This is definitely a 
best kept secret." 
-Current tenant, on first seeing an apartment at Olde Mill Village 
***** 
Free ether net, cable, and 
phone service in each room! 
Now taking reservations for the 2003-2004 school year. 
Office hours:  9 am-12 noon, 1:30-5 pm Monday through Friday, 
10 am-2 pm Saturday 
11-A South Ave. 
432-9502 
www.oldemillvillage.com 
l<\  WTM.1  1.1 A! T, 
ANA..HMI \ itta 
AKA & 222 
Present the 
9 th Annual 
Turkey Trot 5 K 
Date: Saturday, November 16th 
Time: 11:00 a.m. 
Chanello's Pizza will donate $1 to 
*. 
Cyttlc 
Hbroste 
Foundation 
for each person that beats Team Chanello's 
Everyone that finishes the race will be 
entered into a raffle for a Chanello's pizza party. 
Race Info, Registration Forms and Race Results found 
®[L®®fcOn.com 
KIlMOBta iQI VBMKI DU ME !»«!' Jl MM 
Mian mmmM mm "imwm»mmmm SHUUUIIIII 
wzmm m,mm "SSNRK "SNM m simwm.i\i 
■      A ■niinniBBi     —*Ma»i—t— 
NOVEMBER 22 
Special Advance Screening! 
Date: Thursday, November 21, 2002 
Time: 11:30p.m. 
Location: Grafton-Stovall Theater www.upb.|mu.Mlu 
Fof more information pteite 
call (MO) 568 6211 Students may pick up complimentary passes at 
Taylor Hall Room 203, UPB Office beginning November 13th. 
Please arrive early! Seating Is limited and on a first come, first serve basis. 
IN THE TIME IT TAKES TO FIND THE CAMPUS 
BOOK STORE 
XOU COULD SAVE 15% OR MORE ON CAR INSURANCE. 
Aik about our student discount and alumni affiliation. 
Low down-payment and eonvtnitnt payment plans. 
Round-the-clock claim service. 
—1-800-998-9945 
DIRECT 
OPINION 
"We are perfectly welcoming of 
others and try not to base our 
thoughts on any prior beliefs 
about color or ethnicity." 
see house editorial, below 
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"What makes these grocery 
stores more super than their 
not-so-super competition?" 
DEAN CAMP 
freshman 
see column, beta* 
HOUSE     EDITORIAL 
Individual indentity before group indentity 
Him many Hmaa do we 
haw to be told that we are 
different from other groups 
before wt itarl believing it a 
little too much? 
Since we were bom, many 
of us repeatedly were told that 
racism and discrimination m 
bad and that diversity and mul- 
hVulturalism .in' good. 
Most of us have grown up 
with this mind set We are per- 
fectly welcoming of others and 
try not to base our thoughts 
on any prior beliefs about 
color or ethnicity. We make it 
known to people who act 
inappropriately or make jokes 
■boul nidi matter! that are 
not culturally acceptable. 
This is why, when it may 
seem to help us. constant 
reminders of diversity and 
difference cm be a hindrance 
tor thoee Irving to celebrate 
their peers as individuals. 
Culturally speaking, JMU 
does not seem to be diverse. 
The Caucasian middle-income 
family is the vast majority 
henv In such a homogenous 
environment, it is a positive 
thing to see people celebrating 
their heritage. There does 
come a point, though, when 
using all that we've been 
brought up to believe in, we'd 
like to start celebrating each 
and every person for his or her 
own unique qualities 
Ethnicity and culture are only 
one part of what makes each 
person who they are. 
It is not as if JMU is not 
making an effort to welcome 
anyone to the university. 
According to the Nov. 11 issue 
of I he ftr.rzc, "Siiue the 1980s, 
[Students for Minority 
Outreach) has teamed up with 
the [JMU] admissions com- 
mittee to enlighten prospec- 
tive minority students about 
the admissions process, differ- 
ent majors financial aid and 
campus resources." Recruiting 
students with diverse back- 
grounds serves to enrich all 
students' experiences at JMU 
by bringing different ideas to 
the table. By singling out cul- 
turally different students, 
however, we keep those stu- 
dents confined to finite- 
groups from which they 
have a harder time spread- 
ing their knowledge to the 
rest of the population. 
According to the Nov. 7 
issue of The Breeze, the 
Commission on Community 
held a workshop called 
"Examining the Ism's" which 
intended to discuss campus 
diversity. Christophe Rethore 
said that people form their 
prejudices on "what informa- 
tion they get." If people con- 
stantly are told that a group 
of like-minded individuals 
are different from them, how 
can outside individuals be 
expected to break through 
that invisible linkage to meet 
the people that make up that 
groupon a personal level? 
We would all hope that no 
person at JMU thinks like a 
lemming. We were all indi- 
vidually selected out of a 
large group of applicants 
because, for one reason or 
another, we fit the JMU mold, 
We chose to come here not as 
ethnic groups, but as individ- 
ual thinkers. For that reason, 
whether part of ethnic major- 
ity or minority, we should act 
as our own person and treat 
others as such. 
Darts 
' \ it\ an \uhmttal arumxmoush 
mdpriHtodma pa t-*NilnH$ basis. 
\uf»mwnm\ •or bused upon iwpersoni 
0pMoee/d gflwa situation, person or e\«nt 
imddo not nnrsuinhreflect the truth. Pats 
H-mail dans and pan to brcc/edp«ho(niiil.com 
Pat... Dart... 
An "I've-got-perfect-atUTidance" pat to 
tlv on who Ital tin the second floor in 
PrttknckKXi Hall tor !»■• iNfttM display in 
tin- morning when I walk to class. Thanks 
tor making my day so much brighter. 
Sent in fry a sophomore from Chappelear 
who (Mb forward to her morning walks lo 
Hie Quad for clam. 
A "how-stupid-can-you-be" dart to the 
moronic junior detectives who "caught me steal- 
ing tires" off of my own car in a JMU parking lot. 
Sent in by a sophomore who doesn't appreci- 
ate having his evening ruined by three angry 
state troopers. 
Dart... Pat... 
A "stop<ros*ing-your-t'\es-and-leam- 
how-to-iross-vour-words" dart to the con- 
tused individual who once again can't seem 
to make sense of his,ir her own damn clues. 
Sewl in by a disapptnntcd MffJor who 
HOW hi- nothing to concentrate on while -it 
ting on tin- toilet. 
A "way-to-go-ladies" pat to all the women's 
athletic teams who have won titles and had a 
great season. 
Sent in by a proud sophomore who is glad to 
see our women's sports teams finally get the 
credit they deserve. 
Pat... Dart... 
An "I-am-going-to-go-blind" pat to mv 
prankster CD*woncen for constructing a 
, ubii le entirely out of copies of a half-naked 
woman wearing I condom tn her (iatltM 
/ rom on uncomfortable co-worker who is $181 
trying to tout A ray hi frank rfarJfai with lier. 
A "mat-bums" dart to the university for 
switching from one-ply to half-ply toilet paper. 
Sent mbya mmt mfnVh tutor/ w eouilk   M0fl 
ber of the student population. 
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"To the press alone, chequered as tt is with abuses, 
the world is indebted for all the triumphs which 
have been gained by 
reason and humanity over error and opjnvssion" 
— lames Madison 
EDITORIAL  POLICY 
The IVUBC cdmxiril reflect* the iiptnion ul the CJIIHTMI 
Kwnl .mi whnlr. jn.1 unit nrcewinly the tipiniiwi »4 any 
indu ktuil <t.ilf memlwt «*" The Breeze 
Editorial Board: 
Jcanine tlnwjc»lu Editor 
Travi* C'lmeenpeel Manuuinj; Klittt 
Jeu>ca M.IIU i< .i. Optoton Edam 
Letter* to the editi* *ht*iU he no mure dun 500 word*, 
column* ihould he no nwre th;in 1000 wiwdt. and hwh 
Mill he published on a space avaiUhlc KIMS Thcv muM he 
delivered to 7rv Bwrr by noon Tuesilnv "' 5 p n I IIJ.IV 
The Iheett re«en'esihe ti^lit to edit ton.Lintv jnd apace. 
Thei-etinKin* in thu MXIUXI.IO not nc.cM.inlv paflaci 
tHi- opinion ol ihe newspaper, thi* «arT, or Lime* 
Maataxi I IR 
AMANDA SNEAD 
BREEZE READER'S VIEW 
Players' profile makes 
them easy to identify 
I recently have decided 
that it is my duty, as a female 
and a senior at JMU to share 
my insights into the mind of 
the player and more impor- 
tantly, how to recognize thai 
amateur Don Juan. 
But first it is necessary to 
give my definition of a player, as 
it is an ambiguous term. The 
player dates or "talks to" more 
than one woman at a time, lead- 
ing each of them to believe that 
he is not seeing anyone else and 
that a long-term relationship 
with him is probable, when it is 
not. He does not care about the 
women he "plays." 
It is my personal belief that 
the player is not bom but made. 
In many cases another woman, 
or girl, has dumped or rejected 
him in the past and his grief and 
bruised self-image lead him to 
hurt other women. In other 
cases, he, for some reason, has 
little regard for the feelings of 
women or prefers the initial 
pursuit of women over a long- 
term relationship. Every woman 
who has ever dated probably 
has been the victim of a player 
at some point, but women 
always have control over the 
situation. We allow these often 
ridiculous young men to dupe 
us. After several years of field 
rrsrarch, 1 have noticed some 
common attributes of these 
villainous scoundrels and 
have compiled a list. 
Odd but curiously alluring 
facial gestures. These include 
BXaggRfatod raising of the eye- 
brows, superfluous winking or 
pouting. If a male has enough 
confidence to use such absurd 
tactics in your presence, he must 
be overconfident in his ability to 
ensnare you If he thinks you are 
so easy to get, he cannot have 
any real affection for you. There 
is no need to be polite to wM 
gentleman, just walk away. 
He says that he is not a play- 
er. If he insists that he is not a 
player, without your bringing it 
up, he probably Ls a player. A 
good, decent, honest man does 
not repeatedly need to make 
claims that he is not a plaver. 
This guy ts lacking in honesty 
and decency and you need to 
forget about him 
1 Ic aata if you are dating or 
"talking to" someone else. If he 
has anxiety as to whom else you 
might be seeing in the early 
stages of your acquaintance 
with him, but shows no signs of 
wanting to commit, something 
is wrong with him. His queries 
indicate that he is insecure; this 
insecurity pnibably will compel 
him to call on numerous ladies 
so that he always will have a 
span- if he loses you. Remember, 
the player is comparable k) a 
male lion. He nvims the pride 
lands with his numerous 
lionesses, goring any Other 
males who thn-aten his i 
Every woman who 
has ever dated 
probably has been 
the victim of a play- 
er at some point... 
sion of his numerous mates. He 
is not monoganvKis but expects 
them to be. The best course of 
action for a young woman who 
is in this situation to take is to 
look into the player's eyes and 
earnestly say, "I am not your 
lioness," and briskly walk away. 
He wears Aqua di Gio 
cologne. The player knows 
that Aqua di Gio is an aphnv 
disi.ii' and uses it a.vnrHjngly 
He is a hunter who knows how 
to lure his prey into his trap. 
Any woman who encounters a 
single man with this scent is 
best advised to hold her nose 
and walk away. 
He whispers "sweet noth- 
ings" in your ear This is a diffi- 
cult one for some women to 
recognize. "Sweet nothings" 
are overly sentimental remarks 
that are overstatements, if not 
complete falsehoods. If he 
says something that is 
extremely complimentary and 
sounds very familiar, .is if it 
came from a sonnet or a 
movie, it probably did. Some 
examples of sweet nothings 
are: "You have rosebud lips" 
or "You have the face of an 
angel" or "Love will find a 
way." If the silliness of these 
lines has not stimulated your 
gag reflexes already, train 
yourself to recognize these as 
the lies that they are. When 
you encounter one of these 
guys, you should respond to 
him by saying, "Although I 
recognize your ability to mem- 
orize and recite song lyrics, I 
prefer a man who is more gen- 
uine than you are, and I am 
not an Enrique Iglesias fan." 
These certainly arc not all 
of the characteristics of the 
player, but perhaps the ones I 
have listed will help some sin- 
gle women at JMU save time 
and prevent emotional dis- 
tress. To any players who are 
reading this, I would like to 
aaaerl that I am not a "player- 
hater." In fact I enjoy your 
company, because those pick- 
up lines and exaggerated 
winks of yours are amusing 
To any nice single guys who 
may be reading this, do not 
worry, the ladies who keep 
falling for these players even- 
tually will realize that you are 
more worthy of their time. 
Amanda Snead is a senior 
WMW major. 
DEAN CAMP 
BREEZE READER'S VIEW 
Supermarkets show 
common lifestyle 
In this day and age nobody 
settles for average. We've got to 
have the quickest Internet con- 
m\ rums, the fastest download- 
ing, the clearest television, the 
best surmund sound. We even 
give cell phones to 13-year-old 
girls so they can bounce a 
"what-everrr" off of a satellite 
thousands of feet above Earth to 
their friend who || standing 60 
yards away. The epitome of this 
exorbitance* is the supermarket. 
We even can't settle for 
mediocrity in purchasing our 
food: Nobody shops at markets 
anymore. We will only buy our 
groceries from supermarkets. 
What makes these grocerv 
stores so much better than their 
not-so-super competition? I 
dtm't know. Nobody knows. All 
Wt stvm to know for sure is that 
they are, in fact, super. The only 
thing that separates them horn 
regular markets is that instead 
of selling a sufficient amount of 
quality items, they contain a 
plethora of crappy items. 
This name change is a perfect 
marketing ploy For instance, if 
you were in trouble would you 
rather be saved by some man or 
Superman? Would you rather 
buy a Cuisinart or a 
SuperCuisinart3000? 
On a side note, I've come to 
realize that the thousands added 
on to the end of a product's 
name is actually a rough esti- 
mate of the number of unintend- 
ed household uses you can 
expect to find for such a heap of 
monkey dung. A microwave I 
bought last year has served as 
everything from a paper- 
weight /hookend to a mailbox 
— it l>ings' when I have mail. 
But back to mv point, this 
super-selling suffix can be 
applied to any pniduct. Soon 
we'll be heading to our super- 
markets ID pick up a whoksomv 
gallon of -2 percent supermilk 
and a halt do/en superzucchinis. 
When you think about it, this 
see SUPERMARKETS, page 8 
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"Mo oiw would hi- 
without a tan." I waft, " 
Bae Soukphouangkham      Alex F.sposito 
junior, iic.iiiii icieaots 
^* 1SPOTLIOMT     1 
"Webbed fed and 
would   be 
crucial." 
Zanc Hart 
sophomore, health sciences ...m**,,**,™^       junjor re|lglon 
"Good thing I didn't 
nyiiiiyicfly." 
Lsaac Hutchison 
junior, ISS 
Topic: What's a seven-word phrase for how you feel about global warming? 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Military training 
school protested 
We  .ill  hr 
claim that the United 
I democratic country 
on earth. How Jo we verify 
this? It is useless to look at our 
rights on paper; the wort die 
tatorship the best 
constitutions. 
Hie rm way to 
determine the health ol oui 
i challenge ii 
an authoritarian  powei 
will   use  its  powei 
to protect  IN  structure. A 
detnocraui power. U there Is 
Such   -i   tinny;,   will 
power  to  '■•• i" tit   | 
srituente.   Note   that   this 
countr\ nil   haj 
reaponded to structural chel- 
or      desegregation,      with 
On July 12 I was Si 
rtonihs m prison for an 
act oi ihi dis< 
astatnsl tlu- US \rn 
of the Americas whkh trains 
Latin American soldiers in tac- 
tics armed at violent!) 
H of then 
itries. sccordrng 
totestimam of Majoi foeBlau; 
,i Cor met SOA professor; as 
wefl as 
met  I Mi    Btudenl 
■uliv and 14 others 
bom aero 
>r their 
l I iola* 
ihough Fort Denning Kon 
the M >-\   Use tort is ,. pubUc 
i ntii's, 
the workplaces of marrj 
is open to 
paascrshv. Our tree] 
sing        unauthoi 
beliefs, Base regulation 210-5 
rwful 
ourpo 
tahlta    as    ' protest 
political 
hes    or    unautnoi 
■   ! . ■  i   .■ 
mg 8  politi n  the 
\ irtiifs ,)| drilling in the Artie 
National  Wildlife Refuge I 
would not h 
In  effect   Ft>rt   Benning   i> 
ot course this mp\ 
unpopu 
A- i! i walked 
■ 
bolU protest. The pi 
cution onsisted   ot 
showing that  I  was a pi 
tor, eg:  "Hut you  admit that 
you   w i n   opposed  to  the 
|SOAJ whet ■ onto 
the       base?"       Appan 
thought crime nou is punishV 
ibfe by law 
ol   the 
when  the judge 
i eh   nullified   the   hrsl 
dment, I argued that the 
I        Is 
-titution.il because me 
prohibited 
I]   law  that 
abridges the right to p 
ably assemble, speak freelv or 
petirJo rnment tor 
the 
fudsa e ifcly" 
:ire amend 
ment, and I violation ot the 
law is a breach of the \ 
therefore not constitutionally 
law  that banned tree Speech, 
tore not  protected h\ 
the amendment that guaran- 
me Bn inalienable right 
■peach, 
under tour months ,it th. 
of printing        I haven't met a 
tutionji amendment that 
hasn't been butchered, i 
1 one on pn> 
hibition.  'talking BO mv tellow 
mmata ood people, i 
have learned th.it warrantless 
tnd up in court, due 
M is ignored, J\M\ judges 
and | award 
Almo I ve met 
has h msel 
KI\ tsed them to plead 
Suilty, sometimes lied to 
I more with 
the prosecution than with 
their   own -.t   ot 
these people are locked up tot 
vutin iik<'   drug 
.   . 
ither 01 two 
was sentenced to 23 years tor 
crack POSOSSioft t lad l>e plead 
not   guilty  he   would   : 
■ 
Ante 1 
I uiLs in part to the alum 
danl law drai ision 
that 
and pn ind rarely, it 
f the 
the 
U.S. prl rwheun- 
Latinos also an 
Ins1I To we h 
lined 1 rtminafl) 
1 admit the 
■   siniplv 
avoid HM' question 
The abl numer- 
ate  lettei 
but they are real. I h 
all will look into these ques- 
youfseJves.       We 
Americans have a lot 
iiold our go 
ible and make it prac- 
Pelcr Gcldorloos 
former )ML' student 
Rules resonate 
i 
on living with roorruri 
humorous, but very true-to-tife 
,VM\ offered good advice   \u 
"roorrtrrutte  and I have been 
married almost 36yeai 
day, I don t understand whj he 
cm bend over at least IS times 
in one alternoon to put that little 
ball on the t< - 
stoop once to wipe Up 
ofietly from the floor th 
your artv. 
rerrigerati ral ol the 
1
     I hanks 
1  .     . 
Virginia 1 yons 
resource planning 
Supermarket stupids 
\( PEJtM iMKET, from sags 7 
syaarni actually might help us 
out a bit. It's not like we actual- 
ly know how to pick the best 
fruit out t>f the crates We all 
have our own system of 
tondling MK\ squeezing to try 
and feel out which are the 
crispiest, juiciest (mils Hut we 
actually don't have anv idea 
what we're talking about. We're 
IK) fruit specialists 
I don't even think that's the 
most important issue at hand 
here. I'd like to know WTMM the 
fruit came from. I want to see 
the farmers that grew it. That's 
what's really important.   Think 
about it, some huslcy burner 
you've never met had to have 
handled that apple at some 
point So, Indirectly you and 
the burner, let's say his name is 
I'arahounte. are now holding 
hands     In tact,  il vmi plan on 
eating the apple, you're now 
indirectly licking I'arahountc's 
lingers And let s l.ur It the 
only two that know where 
thctse fingers have been are God 
and Parahounte s liu-stoik. 
While we, the customers, 
have proved ourselves |o be 
utter buckets of idiocy in that 
beld. supermarkets often treat 
us as deep troughs of idiocy in 
areas that, in my opinion, we 
have pretty well-polished. The 
epitome of this is the "Slipper\ 
When Wet'   Ugn   I don't know 
who decided that tidbit of 
mind-blowing       information 
should be put OT! a little, yellow 
shin-level sign that we all have 
to tnp over, ini always think- 
ing, "Slippery when wet? What 
|arr*l   slippery    what   wet? 
I veivtlung is slippery when it's 
wet!" How dumb do these 
store** take us to be? Ihat is the 
single most blindingly obvious 
later) tip I have r «-r seen in my 
entire life. Wlut else are thev 
going to put up signs tor? The)' 
should iiist   put  a  sign in the 
parking lot that reada, "i old 
when snowing." I'erhaps, 
"Don't stick your liead in the 
rotating dtx»rs." Or how about 
something on the way out, like 
'< ount your cMldien lately1 
Another place wen1 treated 
like morons is the checkout 
counter. Hen- we are bombard- 
ed by publications which seem 
to have been written bv loboto- 
mized rhaaus monkeys. Then*'s 
a saying that if you put mon- 
keys in a nxMii with a type- 
writer thev eventually w ill write 
I lamlet. ('onvction: They even- 
tually will write crappy srtlclBS 
aNxit 3,(111 pound alien babies 
and aK>ut tlie pn-sulenl really 
being two midget cyborus in 
costume Fhausual lineup at the 
grocery counter is as follows: 
the glamour maga/ine. the thick 
Anhie mini-comic book. TV 
Guide, the cartoon-style Bible 
and the tabloid newspapers. 
However, of all the not-so- 
siiper elements of supermar- 
kets, the thing 1 alw avs find the 
most interesting is that cartoon- 
style Bible at the register line. 
Iliat version is a lot easier to fol- 
low. I nx-an come on. how was 
I supposed to know fudas WH 
going to kill fesus? tKHxi thing 
he had that thought bubble 
floating above his hand or I 
wouidAe been completely In 
the dark about the whole ott.nr 
So, 1 have to stock up on those 
when I got the dunce. 1 mean 
Satan's alnadv in Iowa Who 
knows where lie could be next? 
Dean Casflsi >•• a Ihurarsm pre 
SMAD motor. 
Write a column or I will turn this opinion section right around, mister! 
breezeopinion@hotmail.com 
MORE THAN 
- CONQUERORS 
ROMANS 8:37 
• Camping Equipment 
• Sporting Goods 
• Clothes 
• Electronics 
• Furniture 
• Party Supplies 
• Lights 
• Clocks 
• Picture Frames 
• Vitamins 
• Wrapping Paper 
• Home Appliances 
• Home Accessories 
• and much more 
Truckloads of name brand 
merchandise at incredible savings 
Additional 20% off 
with JAC card! 
2132 John Wavland Hwy. 
Off Rt. 42 
Right Before Super Wal-Mart 
574-2400 
lothui Wilton Houx Inn Ac RouurMt 
Voted 
"Most Romantic" 
and 
Best Atmosphere" 
in Best of the Valley 
Reader Survey 
2002 
The Joshua Wilton House 
» Exciting cuisine using the 
freshest local ingredients 
» Homemade breads and desserts 
» AuMrd'Winning wine list 
» A la carte menu with 
entrees starting at $13 
* Exquisite food and 
impeccable service 
» Outdoor dining available. 
weather permitting 
» Reservations recommended 
OPEN FOR DINNER: 
TueThu 5-9. Fri-Sat 5-10 
MINUTES FROM JMU 
Pim-hoM   412 South Mam Si 
H*mti.mhirx  Virjfmm 
54&4M-44M or 1 -MBiWlLTON 
Take US ii wal tcnu Ml. Left ttfiru light 
on Cantrrtl fourth ughl turn right on Man 
St   Wilhm Hmtv a 1 contrraf So Mam and 
Campkttt. Stnrh 
www.joihiKwilton.coni 
for 
Student* 
433-2300   433-3111 
31 Miller Cr. 22 Terri Or. 
JMU/EMU/S Mam St        CISAT/Port Rd 
Na vato w/any other oiler  
$7  00 
(No Limit) 
Medium One Topping Pizza & a C^oke 
Medium Two Topping Pizza 
Large One Topping Pizza 
X-Large Cheese Pizza 
Medium Cheese Pizza & Cinnastix 
10 pc. wings & Breadsticks 
1 AddihGiwI Toppings oni\ 
OPINION 
Charlottesville's Favorite Restaurant 
Coming to Harrisonburg 
Now Booking 
Holiday Parties 
6 After Hours Parties 
Private Banquest Rooms 
Call 540-442-8550 
1.1 .-i 
wNMVfUMIft 
Now Open 
Port Republic Rd and 1-81 
Fomieily ShenwMjoah Grille 
Hometown Music 
GUITARS, /IMPS, DRUMS, PA AND MORI - www.homtMwnmuiic.iiti 
Ibanti 2002 
Sfwt Nwri: 
10-A MM, T«. Thar. F 
10-5 Stt 
Clout Wiamtiif 
I »■■<■> 
RG570Gult«U«l$750 bk! $399 
R6620I6IHKIW$IOOO Sak! $599 
GSR 100 Bra Utt $259 .Stk! $ 179 
GSBJ05 5<H Bra UH $459.$ik! $269 
SR405 5-Ki Bm Utt $650...$*! $419 
SR406 6iti Bm Lift $700...$*! $459 
-  434-4159 » 2990 S M«ln Strtet 
Aeowrie PACMOH 
FROM Si39.99 
ELECTRIC PACMCES 
FROM $199.99 
DRUMSET PACKASES 
SJ99.99 
Su howeiownmusicnef 
FOR tton sneius & mn 
amii J/lcJf, om 
DIAMOND 
STUDS 
FROM 
H50* 
\pLi\Lct    for    CmUtmai 
*y i  > SOI III (III Id SOI'VKI 
[AM    \'| llvi<iyMAyK(..\\JJS(ii..-4ii.4:i is:; 
IMMi: HUM,11   TTl^M I  •WUU.MdHIM IIUIIin.UlM 
Rockingham Cooperative 
Win a Jeep! 
(Grand Prize Drawing 12/14/OZ No Purchase Necessary) 
Next Monthly Drawing December 1,2002 for 
$100 Gift Certificate for: 
Alpine Binoculars 
One winner from each location! 
Complete Rules and Registration box 
available at all locations. 
Register once each day you are in one of the 
Rockingham Cooperative stores. 
Sponsors: 
Rockingham Cooperative 
True Value 
Mossy Oak Apparel 
Alpine Binoculars 
Bleu Water Company 
American Security Sales 
Locations: 
Harrisonburg 
Bridgewater 
Bkton 
Timberville 
Woodstock 
Monterey 
Sponsors: 
Hartman Motors 
Cline Energy 
Swift Rifle Scopes 
Rocky Footwear 
Verstandig Broadcasting 
F^rker Compound Bows 
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Professional Nail Care & Foot Spa 
Asian A/'li'-'       ^^J     Center For Ladies & Gentlemen 
fin)    un-n       InTtmn Center. Behind Valli\ Mill 
OXJM.  o\j/\i Next to Sprint 
Fall Specials 
Ful1
 
Set
 *
20
 Pedicure $18 
FlllIn $13 4£ -With Whirlpool Spa 
Manicure
 $10        •*      m       Eyebrow Wax $8 
•Includes Parafin Wax ** J 
Hours: Mon-Wed 10am-8pm Wi,lk "'appointments welcome 
■rk„-.c.t«.- o.«                                 »** -.^aS Gift certificates available 
I iiurs-bat Qam-Hpm JkwW We accept local checks «t MC/ViM 
60MFOPT AND INSPIRATION lA-l-W* 
ON THt W6* W WW4.WWTUrMJT7.dOM 
TTJH£$ TO eyPLOPC: 
Sotrttuailtt W«HnM«, Srff/UUntir^, MitlMMhlpft, 
CjK-ter/Vlerlcptai*, Financial Wurtrf. Current event* 
VISIT CHAT FOOMS 
fritter for Impratlon «W)v»r»4 to <|our e-mail a4dr*M 
tr* fD* YOU !!! 
The Law Offices of Bruce D. Albertson, PLLC 
Former Harrisonburg Prosecutor 
You may reach me at 540-438-1000 
71 Court Square, Suite B 
Harrisonburg 
ALCOHOL VIOLATIONS 
SERIOUS FELONY OFFENSES 
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE 
DRUG OFFENSES 
TRAFFIC OFFENSES 
foak 
3, 6, or 12 Months Free Financing' 
--iproval - Oeptndent on Purchase tin Sw> MM* "or Datallm 
hd Discount On 500 Storswld* Clearance Items 
75 Dtnhtg Groups On Display 
^m I Contemporary Coffee/End Table* 
"Panaroma" 
w/Bruehed Nickel 
$119 ea. 
Granite Top Table 
wMChalre   $575 
Amlah 
Claasic Oak 
Collection (Choose From 20 
China Cablneta) 
36"x54" 
o-t\      Butterfly Leaf TaWe 
•JT )        * Stain Optlona 
Formal Dining 
• We Sell Tablet 3 To 22 Ft. Long • Choose From 25 Chair Stylet 
HOUSE       OF 
OAK & SOFAS 
Furniture For Life 
I24.7.5 S' i?In' Han;sonbur0 Special Holiday Hours - Son. 1-4 
Now Through Christmas Mon.-Fri. 9-6 • Sat. 0-6 
Behind Pizza Hut 
houeeo4oak.com   432-1383 
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HOROSCOPES 
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day. 0 the most challenging. 
Todays Birthday (Nov. 14). Stick to your budget even when it doesn't seem necessary. Don't take any big 
risks, even in the name of love. The family is looking to you more for security this year than for outra- 
geous promises or expensive toys. 
Arias March 21 -April 19 
Today is a 5 - The more lime spent in 
. preparation now, the less lime it'll take to 
get where you re going when you have to 
move quickly. Do everything by the book. 
It'll make a difference. 
: 
W; 
Libra Sept. 23-Oct 22 
Today is a 5 - Is there more work, or does it 
just seem thai way? It'll lake longer than 
usual, you can bet on that. The old rules 
don't seem to work as well as they did, 
either Improvise. 
sja 
Taurus April 20-May 20 
^». .   Today is an 8 - Help a sensitive but imprac- 
S^BkM lit ..I friend make .1 ^«K«I decision. Some 
OW ptOpk have common sense and some 
don't. You do. Guess it isn't reallv all that 
common. 
m 
Gemini May 21-June 21 
Today is a 6 - Things won't go according to 
i plan. Expect disruptions, and be prepared 
tt> .ul|ust a system that's worked before. It's 
ailed growth, or breakdown - you choose. 
Cancer June 22-July 22 
Today Is a 9 - Your intuition should be 
working well, so use it to steer around a 
I potentially awkward situation  Don't push 
too hard in your enthusiasm. You might 
break something. 
Leo July 23-Aug. 22 
^ ->.  Today is a 5 - The money isn't there for toys 
^^■m/ or for going out and playing with your 
^P"^ friends You'll find it, though, for funding a 
long-overdue household improvement 
Virgo Aug. 23-Sepl. 22 
;. »^ loday is an H - Don't let people in positions 
Vml "I authority Jo or say hurtful things You 
'MS\ don't have to obey a porson who's leading 
^1^^. you in the wrong direction Keep the big 
guys honest. It's up to you. 
Scorpio Oct. 23-Nov. 21 
(^     j Today is an 8 - You've long known that love 
^ is the key to a strong spiritual connection. 
But don't trust a hunch this lime if it 
involves other people's money. If IITIIIIK- 
and experience clash, rely on neither 
Sagittarius Nov. 22 Dec 21 
Today is a 4 - Rules and regulations are 
.Jfcf' important, but they also inhibit your cre- 
'•■jt-ativiiy. Take them into consideration, espe- 
cially the law of gravity. 
Capricorn Dec 22-Jan. 19 
ey Today is a 7 - Things may not go as expected, 
lv hut you're in remarkably good spirits anyway. 
fF$  You can always fix it Monday. Or not 
Aquarius Jan 20-Feb. 18 
R Today is a 5 - Others may say your scheme 
is impossible, but that should just make 
you more interested. You look forward to a 
challenge. Bend the old rules a little to 
make it work 
Pisces Feb. 19-March20 
..       Today is an 8 - Recent changes may have 
(f«W» v"" W"B slightly nervous. Don't sit 
^3* around and wait Find out what's really 
going on. Ask an insider who knows. 
—Tribune Media Services 
Solutions to 
Last Issue's Puzzle 
(11.07.02) 
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1 Pauper's plea 
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14 Mob melee 
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16 Toward shelter 
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20 Best Actor, 
"Life is 
Beautiful" 
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9 Twist together 
10 Best Actress, 
"Women in 
Love" 
11Grad 
12 Singer 
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23 Swindle 
26 Window catch- 
es 
27 La Scala show 
28 Landed estate 
29 Polio vaccine 
developer 
30 Woes 
31 Staff again 
32 Dislodge? 
33 Levies 
35 El TX 
38 Contraptions 
41 Best Actress, 
"The Rose 
Tattoo" 
43 Jai _ 
44 Best Actress, 
"Shakespeare 
in Love" 
46 Bobbsey twin 
47 Tines 
49 Spout thoughts 
50 Used leeches 
51 Great review 
52 Actor Montand 
53 Black sheep 
55 Jot 
56 Issue forth 
57 Break 
60 Greek letters 
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Freshman switches with senior, 
discovers task of living off campus 
BRIAN n)KER/aqfphouygnfher 
Freshman Stephen Atwell It superimposed In his cohort's JM's Apartment bedroom. 
Senior survives initial college 
experience, lives to tell tale 
BY STEPHENATWELL 
contributing writer 
One freshman and one senior were selected to 
switch places and resume the role of each other's 
lives for 24 hours. The events that follow are the 
personal accounts and reflections of shaking up 
life, stepping out of the comfort zone and finding 
out what happens when two people trade places. 
Imagine being a leader of an institution, 
a shark, looked upon with reverence. 
Then within a few months, you find 
yourself a bottom feeder in the tumul- 
tuous waters of college life. This is precisely 
the course one travels as a high school senior 
entering a university. The chance to briefly 
taste the supremacy of being a senior, even 
for one day, was a wonderfully nostalgic and 
maturing experience. 
On my first day as a 
senior, I found myself 
thrust into an Ancient 
Greek class consisting of 
about 20 students. At first I 
noticed a difference in class 
size. I quickly acknowl- 
edged this as a theme in 
upper level courses. 
It was much harder to 
hide in a class with such a 
small and intimate atmos- 
phere. This fact became 
apparent when the profes- 
sor noticed me amid one 
of her lectures and asked 
what business 1 had being 
there. I explained my pur- 
pose with Tlie Breeze, but 
she responded that shfl 
didn't like publicity and 1 BRIAN COKER/u-iffpin>ti>vra,-/i 
Cromptly was asked to Atwell plays old-school Nintendo 
ave. 1 wondered if sen- games at his new apartment. 
Ion got thrown out of class as quickly as I did 
The class that followed. Evolutionary 
Systems, was an even smaller class consisting 
of four students and two professors. The set- 
ting was quite laid back with one of the pro- 
fessors and a student sitting on top of their 
desks. Everyone else was seated causally in a 
circle. The topics of discussion directly were 
related to the reading ("Non Zero" by Robert 
Wright). There were no wrong answers as 
long as students could justify the logic that 
they used to arrive at their responses. 
After class, I went over to my cohort's 
apartment and met his roommates, Chris, 
Matt and Jake. I felt like a house guest, but 
they treated me like one of their roommates. 
Their place was a basement apartment in 
—
 the    JM's    Apartments 
complex.   My   cohort's 
bedroom alone was only 
slightly smaller than my 
dorm room. 
I was used to 
being in a dorm where 
people would common- 
ly stick their heads in the 
door to say hello or see if 
there */ai anything they 
had been missing out on. 
Instead. I noticed that 
the roommates seemed 
to just go with the flow. 
They paid little attention 
lo DM as they went on 
with their daily routine. 
That night, 1 went 
out lo dinner at l.uigi's 
Pizza. It was a refreshing 
change from culinary 
treats that 1 had become all 
<k>e FRESHMAN, page 12 
BY SEIH CASANA 
contributing writer 
Mv BrU of reliving the 
BBB of .i freshman was dhan 
istii of that entire first year: 
forcibly thn.wn into an undulat- 
ing swath of nervously excited rerruits while 
information of dubious relev an t Invaded my 
mind. In other words, gpsych 101. 
In an ISAT classroom with hundreds of stu- 
dents, the auditorium was awash with per- 
fume and giddy conversation As the lights 
dimmed and the PowerPoint pteeontaUon 
began, I only could imagine the doodles, off- 
topic musings and lustful enterprises taking 
place in the classroom. 
After escaping back to my new dorm n ■ mi 
in McGraw-Long Hall for a brief siesta, I met 
with my hall mates Thev generally wen'S«K ta- 
ble and entirely embracing of me as a new, 
albeit temporary, addition to their community 
The rooms were as small as I remembered 
them, but also as well utilized. The ones in 
my hall were known internally as "The 
Penthouse," (a name stolen off a nearby girl's 
hall formerly known as the Penthouse) The 
same engineering problems ot fitting two 
beds, two desks, two closets and a mini 
fridge into a single bedroom that . 
when 1 was a freshman still wen' prevalent, 
with equally as many tenuous solutions I 
was intnxduced to the resident advisor, who 
seemed conscious! \ inconspicuous, not want- 
ing to get too involved with the hall's ffltiCl 
We recruited a cadre of guys, stopped by 
the girl's section toi a few additional members, 
then all strolled to Market One for ■Upper 
Conversation all the while was h\ely and 
understandably rooted in the immediate. The 
most heavily discussed topics included antici- 
pating the events that would take place at the 
dorm that evening and noting attractive regu- 
lars in the dining area. The gnxip was very 
OOheatve in movement and thought, with the 
occasional straggling ample receiving a play- 
ful heckling. 
After returning to the room and chang- 
ing tntO long underwear, I rode my hike 
over to Bridge-forth Stadium for Ultimate 
Irisbee practice Ihe team was very recep- 
ti\e of my situation and was wholly invit- 
ing. We ran laps, stretched, performed drills 
and hnalk scrimmaged. While I was more a 
confused annoyance on the field than a 
team member, the cooperativeness dis- 
played would have been very comforting 
had it been my actual first year in college 
I was even addressed by my counterpart's 
nickname, "Suitcase." given for his tendency 
to throw with a vertical, rather than horizon- 
tal, motion. When practice ended, I headed up 
to I RK . I assume to work off excess energy, 
not that I was brimming with it. 1 lifted 
weights (two repitions) and did some cycling, 
titen retired to the June bar for a Powerade. 
Back at McC.raw-l.ong Hall, an averting >>t 
general camusing already was underway. 
Moving fntm nx>m to nxxn throughout the 
night, the scene was a barrage of images — 
Mario Kart, guitar tab to Hendrix, instructions 
on converting a closet door into a ping-pong 
table. Conan O'Brian, being locked out due to 
a roommate's yisiting girlfriend, secretly "bor- 
rowing'' change to dry laundry, fixing rice 
bowls in the dorm kitchen microwave and 
V >l Instant Messenger polls on whether to 
gBDW a White man's afro. 
Best of all wi re the stories, already juicy 
enough to provide memories long past gradu- 
ation, including the first week loss of virginity 
to a dorm mate, infamous out-of-town girl- 
friends with sub par features and hall mates of 
questionable consciinisness uri- 
nating on other's beds. Around 
3 am, we all returned to our 
shared bed moms and slept 
see SECOND, page 12 
BRIAN 
Senior Seth Casana la superimposed In Stephen Atwell s dorm room In Mc-Graw Long Hall. 
HPIW IOKIK \uiff i<n<*.>tnyhfr 
(I to r) Freshmen Kyle Sickles, Peter 
Day and Willie Easton pose with 
Casana (front) as they hang out In the 
hell. 
t**st 
HKI \N ri)Mki:,."/'M    '  .- >„ 
Casana experiments with axarclsa squlpmant during 
an excursion to UREC. 
HHIAS ( DM k  
Atwall waits to saa "The Shapa of Things" 
of Thaatra II, but his data navar arrlvad. 
In front 
1 
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First year student trades life to 
experience that of upperclassman 
ir to at I Mull i 
Dlnnei 
.»-. ji»t In nn  freshmen 
n    to 
lie .»> welL 
il on mj agen 
.   Ifoi nn 
5tup 
liting fof .i 
hei .ind 
It   <K  -how 
tout tostart I entered ni- 
ne 'n,i date- 
It ss feels th i iron 
an   i --I'll as if does when 
thman 
to the 
■   . 
with 
them   .it ■. i tmenl 
vhul 
I there 
Wt   li ft for  i hnilui.n p.irt\ 
ere  wearing 
moat   * the woman 
won evening g< lyi ns I i 
wen ssked to bring .1 diah 
but the birthdaj   boy who 
happened to be <> chef at a 
local restaurant *iui BK 
the cooking  IK- prepared .in 
amazing buffet of entrees 
including four-cheese lai 
and duck -    rhe 
attendee* had their 
choice of fine bears, exotic 
wines <ind n.imc-br,ind 
liquor*.  The ttmoi. 
■ \ ial- 
Ized M opposed to the hectic 
drunken  tomfoolery  that  I 
en .it other parties. 
Many of the f nlors at the 
were surprised M hen I 
1 luldn I relate to lome ol the 
hip h< 1 1 had made 
up then teenage ] 
1 dlsbeUef that I had 
never heard SOOIC of the 
tune- blearing from the stereo 
at   the   party    Although   we 
■ 
•  musk of the!   tnsM n ss 
when I would have been in 
third grade and the last thing 
1 would have been interested 
in  WSJ  music.   I hi- obst 
ti n made them feel old. 
We talked briefly about 
some of the plan*, that they 
had tor their post-collcgo 
1 1 \H of them were 
almost In disbelief that they 
would   be graduating  in the 
spring and would nave bo 
venture oul into the profes- 
sional world. 
Hie nevt morning I had to 
gel up early and head over to 
mv tirst claaa, back to my life 
as a rrearunan. 
Between   being   asked   to 
leave class,  finding myasJJ 
dateless ind I senior, it had 
been a rough day. Switching 
with Seth was a great experi- 
ence to see what lite as a sen- 
ior was like. I look forward to 
having my own spacious 
apartment and the freedom to 
whip up delectable delights, 
instead of trekking over to 
one of the dining halls. 
It was a nice change to have 
mv own room and being able to 
stay up late without worn it I 
n Sfl kivping my nxnnmate up. 
I could read, do homework or 
watch an hour of "Batman" at 4 
ajn Through this experience, I 
met some great new people and 
re.ili/ed that a few year- sepa- 
rate me and the people that I 
met during this experience. 
Second chance to experience 
excitement of freshman year 
SECOND, from page U 
Waking up the next morning 
was not the easiest thing I have 
ever done. "The exertion required 
for Ultimate Frisbee combined 
with the previous night's festivi- 
ties resulted in significant muscle 
soreness. Having to shower en 
masse only exacerbated my situa- 
tion (Cherish your personal bath- 
rooms, off-campus dwellers!). 
-66  
...my feeling of 
carefreeness was 
characteristic of my 
experience, colored by 
the need for 
companionship. 
— SethCusana 
senior 
 59 — 
these emotions — whether to 
join the hall's chosen fraternity 
how to balance study and 
recreation time and how to 
deal with having a plethor.i of 
buddies but no true friends. 
In most cases, majors were 
non-existent or ready to be 
chailged. All that were asked 
>.iid thev felt more at home in 
the dorm then with their par- 
ents I ookinfl bfti k I only can 
hope that given the chance to 
do it all over again. I would 
be jubilantly engaged in the 
knowledge that almost any- 
thing was permissible, almost 
own thing else MUf forgiv- 
able and the future was deti- 
nitely wide open 
BRIAN a IKER/jssrssmgnyan 
Sophomore Dave "The Garbage Man" Stack Inetructe 
Catena "The Suitcase." on how to spin a frisbee. 
BRIAN COKLR,iM|r';*itt<cnv*rr 
Atwell aqualnte himself with the locations of cups end bev- 
erages et his new apartment. 
The morning classes, though, 
were smaller and more intrigu- 
ing than days before. In two 
introductory communications 
classes, I was able to observe my 
freshman counterpart in action. 
The pervasive, fidgety energy 
was again present, with AtwelT's 
senior prom photos garnering 
much attention, as the girls coyly 
passed it around the room, refer- 
ring to him as "Ken Doll." 
Overall, my feeling of care- 
freeness was characteristic of 
my experience, colored by the 
need for companionship. The 
concerns weighing the minds 
of my associates exemplified 
BRIAN COKER,'iw(r;*i*.i(ra^/i<. 
Junior Jim Travis spots Casana as he struggles to bench 
press during Ms work out at UREC. 
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STYLE L Experience the Far-Out East The Asian Student Union will host its fourth annual Culture Show Friday night. See story page 16 
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"I chose Jagermeister because I am a 
little rough to take but 1 usually lead 
to good times." 
CHRIS HAYNES 
Phi Sigma Pi potential date 
SM story Mow 
Going once, 
twice... 
SOLD!!! 
Junior* Chris Haynes (left) and Danielle Wonkovtch auctioned them- 
selves off as date* Tuesday night In Phi Sigma Pi's fund raiser. 
PHOTOS BY HANNA MARTINSON/* <*;n/>MWi|f photographer 
BY EI.UK LovtMAN 
contributing writer 
Attractive guys and gals 
with nothing but smiles and 
charm. Does that catch your 
interst? If you said yes, then 
you would have enjoyed an 
entertaining evening at the 
Phi Sigma Pi date auction 
Tuesday night. 
As part of the auction's 
"Happy Hour" theme, the eli- 
gible dates each chose an alco- 
holic drink representing 
their unique stvle and person- 
ality to describe themselves to 
the audience members who 
doubled .is bidders. 
"I chose Jagermeister 
because I am a little rough to 
take but I usually lead to good 
times," junior Chris Haynes 
said. Junior Cherie Brown said, 
"I chose Southern Comfort 
because I am from southwest 
Virginia. I thought it would be 
cute to have a drink that repre- 
sented where I am from." 
The members expressed 
anxiety about being "sold" prior 
to the auction. "1 am extremely 
nervous because I don't think 
I'll go for more than $2.50," 
! I,i\ nes said I (avntsobviouslv 
didn't need to worry as he was 
later sold tor $21. 
So, what would convince a 
student fraternity member to 
get up in front of a crowd and 
subject themselves to the mone- 
tary mercy of strangers? The 
reason most potential dates 
offered revolved around simply 
helping their fraternity raise 
money for numerous causes, 
particularly multiple sclerosis. 
"It's a fun time and a good 
way to get our name out to the 
whole university," Haynes said. 
Brown added, "I just thought it 
would be a lot of fun and it real- 
ly helps out the fraternity." 
One also may wonder why 
someone would wish to attend 
a date auction and perhaps even 
bid on strangers in hopes of 
"buying" them for a date. 
"I came because I know a lot 
of people who are being auc- 
tioned and it should be quite 
entertaining. It will be fun to see 
who gets who," senior Jeana 
Upschultesaid. 
Once the bidding was over 
and the members had been 
"sold." Juniors Megan Capasso 
and Kate Gross were auctioned 
as a pair. They said they 
planned to take their date out to 
dinner and maybe dancing. 
One lucky girl found her- 
self two guys richer and $82 
poorer by the end of the 
evening. Sophomore 
Stephanie Sweatt bid that 
much on juniors Andrew Hart 
and Matt Brown lee 
"I started bidding at $20 
and just got caught up in the 
fun," Sweatt said. Her gam- 
bling spirit did not lead her in 
vain In exchange for her 
greenbacks, she will receive a 
four course dinner, cooked 
and served by Hart and 
Brownlee. She even will get to 
bring five of her friends. 
Although the festivities sur- 
rounding such an unusual 
event  were fun  and  full  of 
Wit   IIIAKP 
an (torrctor 
humor, there was a serious 
cause behind it. Junior Esther 
Gertin, rund-ratsing chair for Phi 
Sigma H said, "We wanted to do 
something with fund raising that 
would involve other students of 
[ML and not just Phi Sigma Pi's. 
V\fe also wanted something that 
would be fun," Gertin said 
Phi Sigma Pi raised W50 tor sev- 
eral projects including the Megan 
Sodnam schoLirships, fund-raising 
events for the MS Society and other 
fraternity service projects around 
Harrisonburg. Gertin said the 
money is spread among many 
pn>jccts with service or philan- 
thropy orientations. 
Senior Maureen Landes 
and Junior Jason Vincents 
perform In "The Glass 
Menagerie" as Laura, a 
lonely Introverted girl 
and Jim, her first "gen- 
tleman caller." The clas- 
sic play Is based on the 
book by Tennessee 
Williams. The play Is run- 
ning In Latlmer Shaeffer 
Theatre through Saturday 
at 8 p.m. Tickets can bs 
purchased at the 
Harrison Hall box office 
or at the door for $6 with 
a JAC card. 
BRIAN (OKhR/ 
%iaff phtloitrapher 
Classic 'Glass Menagerie' 
is an effective portrayal 
BY ASHLEY MCCLELLAND 
staff writer 
The School of Theatre and 
Dance offered students a chance 
to immerse themselves in the 
classics starting [UfadaJ night 
in Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre 
with their rendition of 
Tennessee Williams' "The (.lass 
Menagerie." Full of intense 
imagery and symbolism, this 
former Broadway play paints a 
vivid picture of life for one fam- 
ily during the WVK. 
The plot tells the story of 
Amanda VVinghVki (senior Knssy 
t allahan i. a faded southern belle 
who was left by her husband, "a 
telephone man in low with long 
distances," according to the 
script. |unior Hunter Christy 
plays the part of Tom, who acts as 
both narrator and a character. The 
play is set in both the present and 
the past, as Tom reflects back on 
life with his mother and crippled 
sister Laura (senior Maureen 
landes) The entin' time one is 
left in a fu«v dream world, with 
each character using some form 
ofdnvum MM 
Amanda plays tha part ol an 
overbearing svlti-h mother 
stuck in her past of balls and 
beaus She wants her daughter 
to be more like her and is often 
preoccupied with the thought I i 
finding I aura I gentleman 
caller," according to the script. 
I aura, meanwhile, finds an 
escape from her mother in her 
-66- 
They acted out parts 
differently than I 
imagined, but I like how 
they presented it. 
— Natalie Ferber 
ufhonon 
-99- 
■Jan menagerie and her 
father's old record -playing vie- 
trola. Through all of this Tom 
tries to put up with his pushy 
mother by running off to the 
movies and ban rhen their 
world of coping is shattered by 
the arrival of UNUl'l first gen- 
tlemen caller, Jim O'Connor 
(junior Jason Vincente). 
The conflict between mother 
and son was well portrayed by 
the actors and offered one of the 
more interesting interactions. "I 
read the play as a part of theater 
i lav./' sophomore Natalie 
Ferber said. "They acted out 
parts differently then I imag- 
ined, but I like how they pre- 
sanftad it." Although the play 
was meant to be a drama, the 
cast did an excellent job of pro- 
viding some comic relief I 
enjoyed when Laura opened 
the door for lorn alter he fell — 
it   was   funny,"   sophomore 
I 
Susan Kheir said. "They did a 
good job acting." 
Callahan did a wonderful 
job at portraying the eccentric 
mother Her thick southern 
accent proved to be believ- 
able. "I think the play is 
amazing," senior Linsey Perry 
said. "I enjoyed Krissy's 
accent and shrillness." 
The cast also felt as though 
they had a successful opening 
night. "I felt like our pace was 
good tonight," Christy said. "We 
didn't have a full rehearsal the 
night before, so I was nervous, 
but once we were on stage 1 was 
fine." They agreed that having an 
audience for the first time made 
things different. Callahan said, 
"It was really different with an 
audience, it added a new element 
and new challenges because they 
actually reacted to us." 
The actors' portrayal of the 
story was greatly added to by the 
use of lights and cunstructk.n of the 
set The lights added to the dreamy 
state of the pmducbon, while the 
set seemed to draw one into the 
present. The set was designed as a 
typical apartment with a raised 
dining room set back from a living 
room. It included a front porch 
with l fire escape above it. 
"The Glass Menagerie" nans 
until Saturday at 8 p.m. in 
Larimer-Shaffer Theatre. Tickets 
are $6 for those with a JAC card, 
senior citizens and children and 
$8 for the general public. 
Student dancers explore 
'Enduring Reflections' 
BY ASHLEY Li SK 
staff writer 
The dance department will 
present the performance 
"Enduring Reflections" in 
Godwin Hall at 8 p.m. today 
through Saturday. The bi-annual 
show is centered on student pro- 
duction and will include 11 
dance pieces, 10 of which have 
been choreographed by stu- 
dents in the Dance Theatre 
group, which is separate from 
the School of Dance. 
The show is overseen by 
professor of dance Shane 
O'Hara, as well as two stu- 
dent directors, senior Hollie 
Pantano and junior Whitney 
Heptinstall. In addition to 
Pantano and Heptinstall, 
there are two student direc- 
tor associates of ensemble, 
senior Molly Lehman and 
senior Emily Mlot who, in 
addition to performing, have 
written a piece for the show 
and will help to supervise 
the production. 
"Enduring Reflections" 
has around fifty dancers cast 
for parts in the various 
pieces, according to 
Heptinstall. "This is a good 
performance experience 
because    the    dancers    go 
through an audition 
process," Pantano said. "It's 
a good way to show your 
work and get noticed." 
In addition to auditions 
which began two weeks ago, 
the dancers have been prac- 
ticing and preparing for the 
event. "This show is fun 
because there are very lew 
shows on the main stage and 
not everyone gets to be in 
them," Pantano said. "Our 
student shows provide more 
opportunities for dancers In 
express themselves creative- 
ly. The costumes are simple 
— the dancers appear in out- 
fits like jeans and leotards, 
often putting on a certain 
color of cloth for each per- 
formance. "Dance Theatre Ifl 
like our extracurricular activ- 
ities — we're here because we 
love it," Pantano said. 
This show, however, is 
not a typical ballet. The per- 
formance is a mix of the- 
ItriCi and dance, incorporat- 
ing modern dance with per- 
formance and props. One 
piece called "855 South Main 
St."portrays choreographer 
senior Jessica Fanning's feel- 
ings about her roommate. 
Another piece pokes fun at 
ballet dancers when the per- 
formers come on to the stage 
wearing while fluffy tutus. 
Senior Henry Hill is one of 
two solo performers that will 
be dancing. His piece will 
provide a hip-hop vibe and 
include vocals. Another 
piece by senior Keira Hart 
portrays a Coca-Cola com- 
mercial through dance, 
music and movement. 
In addition to these perform- 
ances, there will be seven other 
group performances that includes 
as many as 12 dancer a piece. Not 
all the rxTftMTnances are modem 
dance, where the audience is left 
to interpret the dancing. Other 
forms include ballet and jazz pro- 
ductions. "Audience members 
can take something from this 
show," Pantano said. "We allow 
their (the audience's) creativity to 
take hold," Heptinstall said. 
"Sometimes there is nothing to 
get, it's just dancing, but some- 
times there' is [something to get], 
and you can interpret it your own 
IrVa) or how the darner wishes 
you to see it." 
"Enduring Reflections" is 
running today through 
Saturday in Godwin Hall at 8 
p.m. Tickets are $3 with a JAC 
card and S-fS general public. 
Stylish Briefs 
— Voli will be held Saturday, Nov. 23 and is being co-sponsored by 
1.1m   Board.   Student   Ambassdors.   the   Student   Government 
Association. Campus Assault I- ARE) and the freshman class council local 
organi; eprini volunteers include the Boys and Girls Club, the Salvation 
i Bridgewater Retirement Community and 
II Park among others  For more information, contact Gabriela Revilla, dn 
of media and public relations at revillxnQjmu.eitu 
— The Urn -ration   adventure Program  will be sponsoring   "Outdoor 
Recreation in the Shenandoah Valley" 7 to 9 p.m. tonight at L'REC li is .i Uellness 
Passport event and will showcase what the surrounding area has t>' offer In terms of 
the outdoors. 
Potter and the Chamber i>f Secrets" opens this Friday. Tickets can be purchased I 
Regal Cinema on University Boulevard In td> 
— Compiled from staff n 
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The   Biltmore 
Hiursdn,•: Ladies Night 
YVednrid&y: Juitin Jones 
CALHOUN ' s 
Friday 7 p.m.i Calhoun i J»»* 
Tuesday 8 p.m.: JMU jaxz 
RNNIGAN'S COVE 
Thursday 10 p.m.i Other White Meat 
Friday 10 p.m.. Todd Schlabach 
Dave's Taverna 
Thursday: Butterhouse Band 
Tuesday 8 p.m.: Faded Stories (blues) 
'Buick 8' drives in readers 
Stephen King's latest novel proves his writing gets better with age 
The Little Grill 
Thursday St3o p.m.i L»ry Ke«l lio 
Friday $i3o p.m.i National Bluegrau 
Buffalo Wild Wings 
Thuridayi Karaoke 
Friday 9:30 p.m.: The Works 110 
Wednesday! Clint Daniels 
Mainstreet Bar & Grill 
Saturdayi Guns and Roses tribute 110 
Tuesdayi Life of the Common IS 
Artful Dodger 
Wednesday: Hip Hop Dance Night 
I rom .1 Buick 8." Stephen 
King's latest novel, is many 
things; one thing it is not is a 
second-rate "Christine" knock- 
off that early literary buzz (only 
audible if you put your ear to 
the floor) had led readers 
believe. Though the plot deals 
with a haunted car, a disillu- 
sioned teenager and initialilllH 
J.jtlis and disappearances, Ml 
novel is a much more mature 
endeavor than its haunted<ar 
predecessor, which reads now 
like a cheap ghost story. It is a 
novel that, in its brevity, mature 
themes and hopscotch narrative 
style, becomes more than anoth- 
er cheap bedtime read. Unlike 
the venue In t hrtotine," the 
titular automobile in this book 
doesn't just rev its engine — it 
ai tu.illv takes us somewhen- 
"The Roadmaster stood 
entirvlv reveakxi, the tarp it had 
somehow shrugged off lying 
crumpk"d in a tan drift on the 
driver's side,' ■ character 
speaks of the Buick 8. "To me, it 
looked more like an 'objet d'art' 
than ever — that big old auto- 
mobile dinosaur with its curvy 
lines and hardtop styling, its big 
wheels and sneermouth grille. 
Welcome, ladies and gentlemen' 
Welcome to this evening's view- 
ing of 'From a Buick 8!' just keep 
a nupeclful distance, because 
this is the art that bites'" 
The book opens with Ned 
Wilcox spending the summer 
before college working at the 
local police station in rural 
Pennsylvania where his father 
worked before being ripped 
apart on the side of a road by 
AH Things 
Literary 
by senior writer 
Zak Salih 
a drunk driver. He quickly 
becomes an adopted son to 
Troop D, a gathering of warm 
personalities who instruct the 
young man in the finer points 
of police work and the lessons 
of life. Because like all fami- 
lies, you see, there is a little 
secret lurking in the shadows. 
This one happens to he stored 
in the shed behind the police 
station - a strange automo- 
bile found deserted at a gas 
station In the 70s — a vehicle 
that diffuses light storms of 
varying degree and comes 
equipped with a glass engine 
and a trunk that, once opened, 
a potpourri of moiv 
Btell end strange happenings 
Is the Buick a conduit for 
another world? Probably, 
considering the ghastly bat- 
like, fish-like, leaf-like, 
squid-like and stick-like 
creatures that emerge dead 
(and sometimes living) from 
its trunk. But the novel does- 
n't concern itself so much 
with the answers to the 
Buick's riddles as its lasting 
presence in the shed and in 
the   minds  of all  those  in 
Troop D. Slowly, the Buick 
Roadmaster reveals itself to 
be the black sheep of the 
family, a supernatural vehi- 
cle deadly in its familiarity, 
the closeted skeleton the 
troopers would like to forget 
about but to which they are 
constantly drawn. 
More interesting than the 
plot is the manner in which 
King executes his narrative, 
winding it through the past 
and present in the voices of 
the state troopers. It is a skill 
reminiscent of King's "It" 
and one that has only gotten 
better with age. The tale that 
the troopers tell the young 
Ned over sandwiches, pitch- 
ers of iced tea and cigarette 
after cigarette reads like one 
long conversation. Ned's 
adopted family becomes 
more like a gathering of 
muses, each with their own 
distinct version of the truth 
to tell. Despite the presence 
of a tense climactic event, 
there is no real ending to the 
story of the mysterious auto- 
mobile. Like history, the 
story of the Buick  rolls on 
even after readers have 
turned the last page. 
For the more traditional 
reader, the ghouls from King's 
goodie bag are satisfying 
enough. Take, for instance, the 
description of an autopsy on the 
hunk 8's first "surprise:" 
"Tony pinned the other 
wing and now the creature 
hung on the board like some 
thing out of a Bela Lugosi film 
Except, once you could see all 
of it, it didn't really look much 
like a bat at all, or a flying 
Suirrel, or certainly any kind 
bird. It didn"t look like any 
thing. That yellow prong stick 
ing out from the center of its 
face, for instance — was it a 
bone? A beak? A nose? If it was 
a nose, where were the nos 
trils? To Sandy it looked more 
like a claw than a nose and 
more like a thorn than a claw." 
Had Stephen King resided in 
the time of cave paintings and 
buffalo hunts, this novel, with 
its tiny melodramatic flaws, 
would have been a great oral 
story. In a way, the novel honors 
the timelessness of the oral form 
of storytelling and the sense ol 
community it CPMtei 
At times, "From a Buick 8' 
reads like a campfire story, but 
then again, what are King's tale*, 
but larger-than-life campfire 
stories, crammed with frights 
both cheap and skillful? The 
same holds true for "From a 
Buick 8" — another of the 
author's rare works that, under 
neath the necessary gore and 
gristle of horror, shines with a 
touch of humanity as well. 
DUNKIN'     Visitour3Harrisonburg 
DONUTS Locations! 
*«. IDUNKIN' 
A 'DONUTS 
"gS—? ersBF w»' 
Teter's Exxon 
3520 N. Main St 
1-81, Ext 243 
FREE D0NUT 
•with any size coffee purchale 
with this coupon 
Offer expires 11/30/02 
STUDENT 
«h*NNUALU» njHESHOW 
Aquatic and Fitness Instructors Needed 
at Augusta Medical Center 
AMC currently has relief positions available in our Lifetime Fitness 
Center for Aquatic Instructors and Fitness Instructors. The qualified 
applicant must have appropriate certification through a National 
organization, CPR and first aid certification. One year teaching 
experience required. Must be flexible with scheduling. 
NO BENEFITS. 
Interested candidates may apply in person or submit a resume to: 
Augusta Medical Center 
Human Resources Department 
78 Medical Center Drive 
lishcrsville, VA 22939 
Fax (540) 932-4707 or (540) 332-4707 
Email: mholly@augustamed.com 
S««2* I* o, 
discover 
fnnamon Bear Bakery & Deli 
* full Coffee Bar Show your JAC card 
' Chal Catte and receive 
' ^Homemade Soups «g A 0/    ji.it 
' Gourmet Sandwiches III /0 Of 
600 University Boulevard Beside Costco & nTelos Mon - Fri 7am to 8pm 
Between Sheet* and the JMU Arboretum Sat 7am to 5pm Sun 10am to 5pm 
■^fr DELIVERY AVAILABLE!  CALL 438-9993 (Dinner-To-Go) ^ 
LESSON 01. HELP THE ENVIRONMENT... 
WASH AT A PROFESSIONAL CAR WASH! 
1WPWn>AYf Oust off University Blvd) 
Touch free automatic 
4 Self service bays 
Spot Free rinse 
6 Vacuums 
Upholstery shampooer 
Fragrance machine 
433-9090 
3171SH.ma, 
(next to Charlie Obaugh) 
2 Touch free automatics 
(credit cards accepted) 
6 Self service bays 
Spot Free nnse 
8 Vacuums 
2 Interior detail centers 
433-5800 
LESSON #2. MIRACLE CAR WASH CARDS SA VE MONEY' 
The card is FREE 
Every 8" wash is free 
Prepaid option (major credit cards accepted)   
Attendants available Frt a Sat 10-12noon/1-4pm (Sun - Thu vanes) 
LESSON 03. SPOT FREE RINSE = LESS WORK = MORE PLA Y> 
STYLE THURSDAY, NOV. 14, 2002  |THE BREEZE llS 
Vou doK-t have 
-to urworap i-t, 
unroll i-t, or 
VAjorr^ -tKat i-t 
car\ e»reak. 
"Depo-Provera is 99.T% e-P-Pec-tive. 
5>irtK con-trol ^ou -tKink 
a&out jus-t + xa ^ear. 
Of course, using condoms is the only way 
to protect yourself against HIV/AIDS or other 
sexually transmitted diseases, but make sure 
you're also as protected as possible against 
pregnancy. That's why more women than 
ever are choosing Depo-Provera—it's 
99.7% effective when administered on 
time every 3 months. 
Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect 
vou from HIV/AIDS or other sexually 
transmitted diseases. 
Some women using Depo-Provera experience 
side effects. The most common are irregular 
periods or spotting. Many women stop having 
periods altogether after a few months and 
some may experience a slight weight gam. 
You shouldn't use Depo-Provera if you could 
be pregnant, if you have had any unexplained 
periods, or if you have a history of breast 
cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver disease. 
When using Depo-Provera, there may be a 
possible decrease in bone density. 
Depo-Provera. One of the best and most 
convenient ways to protect yourself from 
pregnancy. Ask your health care professional 
if prescription Depo-Provera is right for you. 
For more info, call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO. 
Contraceptive Injection 
medroxyprogesterone acetate injectable suspension 
6>irtK oon-trol ^ou -tKir*k aeout jus-t •+ x a year. 
Please see important product information on adjacent page. 
O 2002 Pharmacia Corpcation UX0O27965 02        9fl)2 
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Diversity plays way to Wilson Hall 
BY EMII.V KOCH 
contributing writer 
Performances  unlike  the 
ones that typically grace the 
Wilson Hall stage will  fea- 
ture   acts   -.hew casing   the 
divcrsitv o! the Asian conti- 
nent at  the Asian Student 
Union's      fourth      annual 
Culture Show tomorrow at 7 
p.m. in Wilson Hall as part of 
\M.IP \u,ircness month. 
Performers will take the 
stage singing, dancing, pl.n 
ing instruments and model- 
ing ethnii EtthloM 
Co-aparttOVed by Lniwrsity 
Program Hoard, the event will 
include acts ranging from 
Cambodian, Vietnamese. 
RHpmO and I nglish singing to 
Iranian piano playing 
According to ASL"s secretary 
and organi/er tor thr m-nt, jun- 
ior Sharon Kim, performers 
have spent up to two months 
preparing for the show, with one 
month ot mandalon pra.tning 
The theme for the show this 
vear will be "Generasianz," 
emphasizing how   Asian cul- 
tures have changed over the last 
30 to 40 years, according to Kim. 
"Most acts are based on tra- 
ditional ideas, but with a mod- 
ern touch," Kim said. "We 
wanted to show how modern 
(Asian music and dancing 
styles) have [come to he]." 
According to ASU presi- 
dent and last year's organi/er 
of the event, senior Anita 
Tonakarn, the culture show 
not only attracts students, fac- 
ulty members and members of 
the public from the 
Harrisonburg area, but also 
draws a crowd from other col- 
leges and areas of Virginia 
StVCgal groups bom Virginia 
Tech are scheduled to perform 
as well as a group from the 
University of Virginia. 
"We have a pretty good fol- 
lowing now," Tonakarn said. 
"(The show] is a giv.il way to 
educate and spread Asian cul- 
ture. We hope people will just 
come and enjoy themselves " 
The show will feature sever- 
al repeat performers from past 
years showcasing new maten- 
-66- 
Our mission is to 
promote Asian 
awareness throughout 
the JMU community 
—Sharon Kim 
Asian Sludenl Union secretary 
—55 
al, including three acts from 
JMU's South Asian Student 
Organization and a JMU stu- 
dent singing the verses of a 
song in Cambodian, 
Vietnamese and English. 
The show also will feature 
the debut performance of a 
Chinese dance as well as its 
annual fashion show. According 
to Kim, this year's fashion show 
will model traditional wear as it 
has in past years, but also will 
provide an Asian twist to mod- 
em fashion as well. 
"We hope to entertain and 
educate the audience with I lit- 
tle history in each act," Kim s<iid 
Since the event is free and 
open to students, faculty mem- 
bers and members of the com- 
munity, organizers hope to fill 
at least the bottom floor of seat- 
ing at Wilson as they have in 
past years, Kim said. 
According to the ASU Web 
site http://wunv.orgs. jmu/asu, 
"one of the goals of ASL' is to 
provide support for JMU's 
Asian-American population, 
its primary focus is multicul- 
tural." Organizers and partici- 
pants of the culture show 
hope to make this goal a reali- 
ty on Friday night. 
"Our mission is to promote 
Asian awareness throughout 
the JMU community," Kim 
said. "So, we hope to show 
people that there arc different 
cultures within the Asian 
community itself." 
The culture show is a 
Wellness Passport event. For 
more information, visit 
http://orgs.jmu.edu/asu or e-mail 
Kim at kim6$x@jmu*du. 
It's official! 
You style fans should be inter- 
ested to know that J-Lo and 
Ben Affleck's engagement is 
FINAL! However, J-Lo can't 
marry this hottie puh tottie until 
her divorce with Cris Judd goes 
through. Hmm ... let's not 
be too hasty, now! 
For more information, check out 
www. holly wood, com 
Or why don't you write about it? 
Contact Brenna and Alison at x8-3151 
*sis>* 
rSki & Skate 
Nov 29-Dec 2 
ATOMIC 
HIAD 
MANY   MORE... 
OVEN   700   JADKCTI   IN   STOCK   AT   LEAST   SO*   OFF! 
EVMYTHIHO   WILL   RE   ON   BALE   FOR   4   DAYS   ONLVl 
SALOMON 
RIDC 
KZ 
BURTON 
FORUM 
SESSIONS 
VMU oigcouNTE QN BEAM" RE"TAUJ 
SKIS START @ $89, Bo 
USE THE DEAR FOR 
BRING BACK IN MARCH' 
THE iet«GS SOURCE f»jrn£cooLEST-siuFF ON EARTHP 
■ LATE NIGHT SPECIAL * 
433-72721 £1433-7272 ffrr 
LARGE ONE TOPPING 
AND 
BREADSTICKS 
ONLY $10.00 
16 BREADSTICKS ONLY $5.99 ALL DAY! 
1:30 am Mon-Thurs     3:30 am Fri & Sat 
12:30 am Sun 
AFTER 8 PM EXPIRES 05/31/03 * 
LARGE ONE TOPPING 
$8.50 W/ COUPON 
USE YOUR DETECTIVE rs 
AND FIND THE KHEEZE NEAR YOU 
On-campus 
Alumnae Hall 
Anthony-Seeger Hall 
Burruss Hall 
Carrier Library 
Chandler Hall 
CISAT 
Duke Hall 
Facilities Management 
Frederikson Hall 
Frye Building 
Gibbons Dining Hall 
Godwin Bus Stop 
Godwin Hall 
Harrison Hall 
Health Center 
Hillcrest House 
Huffman Hall 
Huffman Hall 
Jackson Hall 
Johnston Hall 
Kxezell Hall 
Maury Hall 
Medical Arts 
Miller Hall 
Modular Building 
Moody Hall 
Mr. Chips 
Music Building 
PC Dukei 
Roop Hall 
Sheldon Hall 
Shenandoah Hall 
Sonner Hall 
Taylor Hall 
Theatre II 
UREC 
Varner House 
Wampler Hall 
Warren Hall 
Wellington Hall 
Wilson Hall 
Zane Showker Hall 
Off-campus 
Anthony's Pizza 
Artful Dodger 
Biltmore Grill 
Calhoun's 
Dukes Mobil 
Hole in the Wall 
Jess' Quick Lunch 
Laughing Dog 
Luigi's 
Main Street Bar & Grill 
Mike's Mini-Mart 
Mr. Gatti's 
Mr. J's Bagels 
Nautilus Fitness Center 
Neighbor's Exxon 
Pizza Hut 
Port Road Exxon 
Purple Dawg 
Runner's Corner 
Simple Pleasures 
Spanky'R 
The Look 
Thasa art lust somt ot tht mor« th«n 90 dallyry locations for T7>» Br—t». 
I Contraceptive Injection I   9-i*~t^ oo^-t^-oi ^.w-tK^K ••<=5wt >**t M-«; »**•*- 
StsqsiiSss; •—-- ——-*• - 
'ItSK1^   >>,T "* ''' 
■■ tzcfzzrzxiSHUT '——■«• f"—> - * » g^- »     ' 
>. —   ^..< . - 
        : ..-.:gy^ ^yr;     7 ggSSB^^^^oi^Ss^i^lsEaSSi ? 
-.:.•; «enstan»^t>. 
T 
;«f5s.-r=».!i-.r«ttK 
-' ■■■"' <f-     •* r" *»J(   tai   •-*   IJW   BA«0P« ff*«Vi^r-4   -A»>    «**■ ■MPA^^ftWsiNA *^        "^ 
_;■—flu. Jr— *je: —J,-^. r^L, -, 
■K- ?jg~3^i^g«Hi^ivagsugvsw 
L.*-in»,*J»-' & 
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■ Next stop: NCAAs 
Field hockey receives 
at-large bid into NCAA 
Tournament. 
See story helew 
Scoreboard 
MMmfey, No.. 13 
VollcylMtl 
Co.   1 
IMU 
"... there is nobody in our bracket 
that you look at and go 'gulp.'" 
DAVE LOMBARDO 
women's soccer coach 
SM Hory MfOw 
-MEN'S SOCCER- 
Towson 
ends 
JMU's 
season 
i blowing recovery fnm the 
worst losinc, streak m team history 
lo • lain the tilth seed in the 
Colonial    Athletic    Association 
Tournament,   the  OMn'l 
beam   It'll  in   me  tirst   round   to 
fourth-seeded Towson Unvcrsilv, 
3-0, Tui-sdav in low son, Md. 
|MU, "huh was the defend- 
ing CAA champion, could not 
overcome       a 
ihree-goai 
deficit at half- 
time. The 
tigers 
their first goal 
al   the   1432 
mark on I shot 
by Ade Elliott, 
Ibwaon .idded 
to its lead 
when Steve 
Fell headed a 
-.hot past red- 
shirt senior goalkeeper losh 
Kovolenko. 
The Tigers put home their 
third goal on ■ 35-yard shot from 
Randy Tolson 
For the Dukes, it marked the 
aecond consecutive season in 
which Towson ended JMU's sea- 
son. Last year, the Tigers knocked 
the Dukes out of the NCAA 
Tournament with I 4-1 win in the 
tir-t round at the Unviorsitv Q| 
North Carolina 
|Ml finishes |he season 8-10-3, 
the first sub-500 ivcord for coach 
Tom Martin in his lnth season with 
the Dukes. 
—from staff reports 
WOMEN'S SOCCER 
Tournament 
luesda) 
JMU 
0 
Towson 
Riding momentum 
JMU takes four-game win streak into NCAAs 
BY DREW WILSON 
sports editor 
With the Colonial Athletic Association 
title under its bell, the women's soccer 
team moves on to the NCAA Tournament. 
Monday, the field of 64 was set. with the 
Dukes drawing the University of North 
I arohna-Charlotte in the first round 
Friday at 730 p.m. in Charlotte, N.C. 
Charlotte finished the season 16-1-2 
and was undefeated before losing to 
Marquette University in the Conference 
I SAatmnruris. 
"I think it's a great draw," coach 
Dave D>mbardo said. "There are a cou- 
ple things that you look for. You want to 
be in the situation where you're playing 
a team that you have not played before. 
There is just the excitement and prepa- 
ration tor the unknown. 
"It is also an away trip, but it's not far, 
so we can still have some pretty good 
spectatorship with the parents that are 
soccer groupies that come along with us," 
U)mbardo added. "So I think that's excit- 
ing. And there is nobody in our bracket 
that you look at and go 'gulp.'" 
Joining JMU and Charlotte in the 
bracket arc Clemson University and the 
University of Richmond. 
"I like that pairing — actually what 
that whole weekend demonstrates," 
I ombardo said. "We've beaten 
Richmond before (5-1 Sept. 1), but 
we've never played Clemson. We know 
that they are a good team and capable of 
KOring 1 lot of goals, but also capable of 
giving up a lot of goals." 
With their attention focused solely 
towards Charlotte, Lombardo said the 
pressure is on the nationally ranked 49ers 
and not the Dukes. 
"I think the pressure is actually- 
going to be on them. It's the first time 
see DUKES, page 18 
FIRSTround 
nov. 1 5 
SECONDround I     THIRDround 
nov. 17 I nov. 22,23 or 
7A 
Charlotte (16-1-2] 
game at 7:30p.m. 
JMU (12-7-3) 
Richmond (13-5-2 
game at Sp.m. 
gameal 1p.m. 
Clemson (14-6-0) 
jisipnone f:zr^z°:i^ 
o WOMEN S |,,w•• uNc-a*r|°"»- 
CN soccercnampionship 
SARAH STANrT7/»nv,*«-»«*«»- 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
JMU crushes Latvia Select 
Four Dukes score double digits in final exhibition game 
II   I  II   «ITIIIHV.I,i(f,Ji,.|„VM,*r. 
Senior center Kenny Whltehead scores over Latvia Select's 
Mareks lurevlclous during Monday's exhibition game. 
BY DAN BOWMAN 
assistant sports editor 
Senior shooting guard 
David Fanning scored 21 
points on seven-of-14 shooting 
to lead JMU over the I^itvian 
Select team 90-65 in the Dukes' 
final exhibition game Monday. 
Senior forward Ian Caskill 
chipped in with 16 points and 
13 rebounds for JMU, and jun- 
ior guard Daniel Freeman came 
off the bench to score 10 points 
Coach Sherman Dillard 
said he thought his team's 
effort in the second half was 
good, but felt the team need- 
ed to work on maintaining its 
intensity throughout the 
course of games. 
"I thought we played a little 
bit better the second half," 
Dillard said. "Wen- kxiking at a 
lot of different things out there 
and what happens is. we hat i 
an inability to sustain tlte level 
of intensity or execution that we 
need to have. Often times we 
are going to the bench a lot and 
making changes that way, 
sometimes some wholesale 
changes, and I think that affects 
how we maintain the effort that 
we need to maintain." 
JMU jumped out to an 
early 12-4 lead by hitting four 
its   tirst ■Hppjpji 
pointers, ^Hrt^^fff^H 
two    from P"-— ' 
Fanning. 
With 8:03 I 
left, the | 
I) u k e 
p u s h e d I 
their lead ' 
to double-digits on a btt KI-I in 
Caskill, making it 25-14. JMU 
took its biggest lead of the half, 
18, on a free throw by senior 
forward Kenny Whitehcad 
with just under four minutes 
left. Dillard said he wanted to 
continue the trend of trying to 
pound the ball down low to 
his two big men. 
Goblg into  the game  we 
felt like we had the advantage 
insute .ind we continued to go 
inside," Dillard said. 'I thought 
we didn't do as good a job this 
night .is we did the last scrim- 
mage game in terms of finish- 
ing down low But I think we II 
continue to make a steady diet 
out of going to Ian and Kenny. 
"I was n-allv anxious to see 
this game and see how they'd 
both perform, like everybody 
else, I think they're old enough 
to be consistent with that play. 
Does that mean that they can 
come up with 20 (points) and 
12 (rebounds) every night? No. 
But it means they can be solid. 
And both those guys are talent- 
ed enough that they can be 
solid every night." 
After leading 4V52 at the 
half, the Dukes jumped on 
Ijtvia early, using a 10-to-three 
run to take a 53-35 lead on a 
fanning Vpointer with 16:11 
lelt Despite the up-and-down 
pace JMU tried to establish in 
see WIIJJAMS' page 18 
FIELD HOCKEY 
Amico, 
Shean win 
awards 
B\ Amvi WiNi 
contributing writer 
\ot unlv was the Held hoek- 
ey team successful this season. 
but several plaveis were ntOOg 
ni/e.1 lev iMroutstanding pun 
Senkn hack Ryan shean, red- 
shirt tivshman goalkeeper I *>ii 
Amico,  sophomore   fofwaid 
Vcvrlc Goudewaanl and junior 
torw.lrd/muitii'lder lanellc 
Perils, all received All-Colonial 
Athletic Association awards 
Shean who KOlved the 
CAA IVlensiv, Player of the 
Year award, concluded her linal 
n-gular season with the Dukes 
liter ~t.irtinv; 20Oi the team's 21 
see THREE, page 18 
JMU gets at-large 
berth into NCAAs 
After finishing the regu- 
lar season with a 13-8 
record, including several 
wins ovet top 10 teams, the 
No. 12 field hockey team 
earned an at-large bid into 
the NCAA Tournament. 
|MU will play No. 10 Duke 
University in the first 
round Saturday at Wake 
Forest University in 
Winston-Salcm, N.C. 
The Dukes were one of 
eight teams to receive an at- 
large bid in the 16-team field. 
For JMU, it is its sixth NCAA 
appearance in 10 years, but 
its first since 1999. The 
Dukes won the NCAA title 
in 1994 with a 2-1 triple over- 
time win over the University 
of North Carolina 
The Blue Devils make their 
fourth trip to postseason play, 
their tirst since 1999 as well. 
The two teams faced off 
earlier in the season Sept. 7 
when JMU defeated Duke V2 
The winner of the 
JMU/Duke game will face 
the winner of the 
Wake Forest University/ 
University of California- 
Berkeley game Sunday. 
JMU also downed Wake 
Forest University 2-1 Sept. 8. 
Should the Dukes make it 
through the weekend, they 
would move on to the 
NCAA semifinals to be 
played at the University of 
I iHiisv die. who is hosting 
the semifinals and finals. 
—front staff reports 
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Argy 
CAA 
Rookie 
of Year 
BY DRfw WILSON 
sports editor 
As the women's soccer 
team moves on to the NCAAs, 
several players were recog- 
nized last week for their play 
during the regular season. 
Freshman forward Kim 
Argy was named the Colonial 
\thl, tic Association Rookie of 
the Year. Argy led the IXikes 
with 12 goals and 28 total 
points, both JMU freshmen 
marks currently second to 
Kcrri O'Connell's 15 goals and 
II points in 1990. Argy"s 28 
points is also good enough for 
10th on the Dukes' all-time 
single season total point list. 
"It's a really good honor, 
but I wouldn't have gotten it 
without the rest of the team," 
Argy said. 
For a player who wasn't 
Iv.ivilv rocniited out of high 
school, Lombardo said Argy 
was an "absolute surprise." 
lombardo said her skills 
on the field have led her to be 
one of the top pnxlucers on 
the team this season. 
"She has a rare combination 
of athleticism with good tech- 
nical ability," Lombardo said. 
"Often times vou will get some 
forwards who are blazing fast, 
but they don't have the feet to 
match. They are 100 miles per 
hour, but they stumble over 
*c FOUR, page 18 
No NCAA 
tourney, 
NIT for 
Michigan 
Its a shame what happened 
to the University of 
Michigan. Who would have 
thought that the Wolverines 
men's basketball team would- 
n't participate in the 2003 post- 
season? I didn't. When I heard 
about the Michigan scandal I 
was watching ESPN's Sports 
Center, and I thought that 
Michigan's self-inflicted pun- 
ishment was drastic 
According to 
ummESPNxm,  BREEZE 
the Wolverines READER'S 
are    "skipping  VIEW 
the 2003 post- ^—^—— 
season and for       JAMES 
(citing five sea-    GORDON 
sons,       which  
include players 
fnim the Fab Five era, h. vausc of 
a booster payout scandal involv- 
ing former booster Fd Martin. 
According to a Nov. 7 
tSueciatti fnm article on 
ESPN.com, Martin is a retired 
Ford Motor Co. electrician. The 
players under investigation 
include Chris Webber ('93), 
Robert Traylor ('98), Maurice 
Liv lor ('97) and Louis Bullock 
('99). The article said that 
Martin gave a total of 
"$616,000 to Chris Webber and 
three other ex-Michigan play- 
ers" during the '90s. That's a 
lot of money I don't know if 
the speculation is true. But if it 
is, I'm curious to know what a 
college student does with a 
couple thousand dollars. 
What seems to be the 
appn>priatc punishment for 
such actions? Well. Michigan 
administrators aren't quite 
sure. According to FSPN.com. 
the school will "find out (in 
2003] whether the NCAA 
accepts the scli-imposcd sanc- 
tions or will add more." What 
else can be added? Isn't the 
removal of banners from the 
'92 and '93 Final Four seasons 
as well as the '97 NIT 
Championship banner and the 
'98    Big    Ten     Tournament 
see SCANDALS, pug' 1* 
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Three 
selected 
to All-CAA 
first team 
THRU 
games In addition Shean 
also garnered All-CAA 
Rrsi ream honors she haa 
proven to be quite durable. 
starting .ill hut two games 
in the tour yean she haa 
playod.        Shean has 
improved   on   her  BUCCeSS- 
(ul efforts last year, where 
the ".is named to second 
bean All CAA. 
"Ryan haa been .1 defen- 
sive stopper tor UN troni 
day    one."    coach    Irene 
Horvat said. 
Amico. who was red- 
shirted  last  year,  was  ,1 
gem for tin1 Pukes this past 
season. Riling in for senior 
goalkeeper Kiernan Kafto. 
who went down wilh an 
injury early in the second 
game ot the season. I or the 
season, Amico accrued J47 
minutes in goal, with a l.hl 
goals against average M^\ 
a .789 save percentage 
These Statistics helped her 
to gain CAA Freshman ot 
the Year honors 
Although Amico was 
thrilled when learning of 
her award,  she is in  no 
u aj complacent. 
"Once you've reached a 
goal, you have 10 set vour 
standards higher tor next 
time," Amico said 
"Hopefully next war I will 
make second team, but I 
will trv tor first " 
When asked about 
Amico's play so far Hon at 
said. "She has three more 
years in the cage and 
already has a lot ot poten- 
tial and a lot of talent. She 
has an opportunity to dom- 
inate the conference if she 
keeps improving." 
Goudswaard, coming 
oft an impressive season 
last year (seven goals and 
five assist-,), lead the 
Dukes in scoring in 2002 
with 14. Not only was 
Goudswaard a threat to 
score for |\H   this seaaon, 
but she also was instru- 
mental in setting up her 
teammates,    notching    11 
assists on the season  Her 
efforts were enough for her 
to be voted onto the First 
ham All-CAA. 
\eerle is your typical 
power forward," Horvat 
said. "She led our team rfl 
goals this \r,ir and was 
among the leaders m 
assisfs ,is wet! She attacks 
the goal 
IVrlis. who was voted 
to Second-Team All CAA 
last year, • arried over her 
momentum to tin 2 
son. where she scored 12 
goals and assisted to two 
others. As a result, she w as 
voted, along with both 
(.oudswaard and Shean, as 
First Team All-CAA. 
"I was very honored to 
he chosen tot I Irsl Team 
All-CAA," Perils said I 
was chosen to the 
team last year, so it was 
really exciting to be select- 
ed to the hrst team." 
Horvat said, lanelle IVrlis 
is a great goal scorer tor us 
She will he a senior next vear 
and should give us p|j nt\ 
more opportunities on goal * 
Week# 12 
Season total 
Last week 
Winnng percentage.. 
Cllngenpeel 
qlng editor 
"II 
I Georgia at Auburn 
Alabama at LSU 
Washington at Oregon 
Nebraska at Kansas State 
Hofstra at UMass 
William & Mary at JMU 
Pittsburgh at Tenness 
Buffalo at Kansas City 
New England at Oaklan 
J Washington at N.Y. Giants 
I New Orleans at Atli 
aeorgia 
LSU 
Oregon 
Kansas State 
UMass 
Pittsburgh 
Buffalo 
New England 
N.Y. Giants 
Drew Wilton 
sports editor 
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asst. sports editor 
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Pittsburgh 
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N.Y Giants 
Atlanta 
Jeanlne Gajewsk! 
da boss 
71-50 
6-5 
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Georgia 
LSU 
Oregon 
Kansas State 
UMass 
Pittsburgh 
Buffalo 
New England 
N.Y. Giants 
Georgia 
Alabama 
Washington 
Nebraska 
UMass 
Pittsburgh 
Buffalo 
New England 
N.Y. Giants 
New Orleans Atlanta 
. .1- a lie in Ihe 1'illsburgh/Allanla game      Battle fOT SttDnd 
keiul. till contestants wen given a win. 
With .mother solid wivk, the Ro.il Deal might h.ive wrapped up his first Ticks of 
the Week title with only one more week to go after this weekend. The faint echoes of 
"I am the champion" have been ringing throughout the office. Then IgeJn, it - ibout 
time the I X-al won He was a contestant before the rest of the roster was bom 
\U M\\\ hile. the race continues between Wilson and Popeye. Wilson moves 
h.uk in tront this week h\ ont i;.. i i   :n I ■ \pect this one to go down 
to the wire. The battle is so heated that extra supplies of Right (-u.ird 
deodorant were ordered. But maybe that was for da boss, who looks like she 
will take last Although she stunk it up the first half of the season, da boss did 
make a valliant effort to get back in the t 
This week's guest predictor is Lin Fu. She is all-knowing, but the question is docs 
she know football at all? Maybe a better question is what the hell is that on her head? 
Scandals sink U of M Dukes to face UNC-Charlotte 
in first-round match Friday SCANDAl § to 1 I tgt 17 Championship banner enough 
punishment? 1 gUSSS not 
The article includes the 
following self-imposed sanc- 
tions by Michigan: "(1) 
Repaying to the NCAA 
about $450,000 that 
Michigan received for post- 
season play with (the players 
in question], and (2) Placing 
the basketball team on pro- 
bation for two yean. 
So if you're a Wolverines 
fan, the next two to three 
years probably aren't going 
to be DEM) lucrative 
Let's just hope that there 
isn't a booster scandal here 
at JMU. I think most of the 
players hen1 realise their 
moral responsibility  to the 
university and the 
H.irnsonburg community. 
In fact, senior shooting 
guard David Fanning kindly 
signed a JMU basketball T- 
shirt for one of the students 
that I worked with at 
Clymore Elementary School. 
When I gave the student the 
T-shirt, he was overjoyed 
that Fanning actually had 
taken the time to do some- 
thing for him. 
It's players like Fanning 
who make a positive differ- 
ence in an arena where dol- 
lars constantly are being 
flashed and morals frequent- 
ly are disregarded. 
fames Cordon is a senior 
Interdisciplinary-Liberal 
Studies major 
Williams' improved 
play helps pace Dukes 
HIIU.\m\ from page 17 
the second halt. I number of foul 
calk "ii both endi of the floor 
sd down the pace of the 
IML  finished the game 
with  2^ total personal  folds, 
while the 1 atvian team finished 
with 30. 
fanning BSStL Vs kind of 
hard to be really aggressive on 
defense without fouling 
Sometimes we might put our 
hand out there just lor B second, 
and he called tor a toul. It's just 
something that we have to learn 
to play without our hands and 
still defend hard.1' 
Another bright spot in the 
game tor the Dukes was Ihe 
impmvid play of junior point 
guard Chris Williams. Williams 
played 12 minutes and despite 
scoring only seven points in the 
game, looked more comfortable 
against Latvia then he did Nov. 5 
Si the FA Sports Southeast 
AllSarv 
Ale and awch talked last 
night, and he said to just go and 
play my game," Williams said. 
"So that's what I did, 1 just went 
ixit there and played my game 
and wasn't worried about mak- 
ing mistake* • >r am thing like that. 
-44- 
It's kind of hard to 
be really aggressive 
on defense 
without fouling. 
— David Fanning 
Midi shooting guard 
-9? 
"I've been working on my shot a 
lot, and coach told me if I got an 
open shot, take it, so that's what I 
did. I thought I had something to 
prove because I didn't play well 
last week." 
Dillard said, "He and I talked 
about his rok*, and he mentioned 
that he felt a little bit uncomfort- 
able and didn't know exactly 
what was expected out of him, 
so we cleaned that up a little bit 
He's just got to play. I think Chris 
is the type of player that he's 
much better in the open court. 
He's much better pushing the 
basketball and being assertive " 
JMU opens its season on the 
road agaiast Furman University 
in Greenville, SC Nov. 22. 
DUKES.frompageV 
thev have, as a program, been 
in the \t A A Tournament itnoi 
1998. And that was under a dif- 
ferent coach with different 
players. I think the pressure is 
on them to host There are a lot 
of things that are distracting 
about home games. For us, we 
get on the bus, we grab a meal, 
we get a warm up and tin 
go. And we've been Very effec- 
tive on the road, so 1 really like 
our chances." 
Ihe trip bo the NCAAs is the 
first for JMU since 1999 ami it a 
sixth overall JML is 4 S-fl all- 
time in the NCAAs after reach- 
ing tournament five consecu- 
irs from 1995-i"' 
Lombardo said it's nice to 
be headed back. 
"I'm very happy, particu- 
larly for the senior class." 
Lombardo said. "Ihe last 
couple of years we have had 
)ust injury after injury and 
couldn't seem to get out of 
the starting block. We had 
some good results and we 
had some disappointing 
results, and 1 think it was •> 
tremendous show of determi- 
nation on their peri bo make 
sure it didn't happen again." 
After the Dukes hit a slump 
during the season, Lombardo 
said he pulled his seniors aside 
and told them, "It may not be 
what your thought it was going 
to be, but you still have a 
chance to play yourselves into 
something respectable." 
Lombardo said, "So 1 chal- 
lenged them to step it up while 
they still had time to do some- 
thing about and 'do something 
about it.' And the only way in, 
with how we had tripped over 
ourselves in the middle of the 
season, was to win the confer- 
ence championship. Then' w$$ 
not a possibility Off an at-large 
bid. We didn't have enough 
significant wins to get the com- 
mittee's attention. To their 
credit, they backed it up All of 
the seniors have been playing 
in the upper limits ot their 
game right now." 
For the seniors, making the 
NCAAs is an 69H iting moment. 
Red-shirt senior forward 
Teri Joyce said, "It's great to 
close out your career going 
to the tournament when you 
haven't played there in a 
few years ' 
Senior midfielder Colleen 
Mcllwrath shared the same 
sentiment. She said, "I think it 
was something that was very 
important to us since we 
haven't gotten here in the lauM 
two years." 
After knot king off the con- 
ference powerhouse, the 
College Of William & Mary, 
twice along with George 
Mason University in the CAA 
Tournament finals, the Dukes 
are riding 1 wave of momen- 
tum. However, Umibardo said 
that although the team is play- 
ing well, they have potential to 
plaj even batten 
"I think we're not on all 
eight cylinders right now, but 
we're heading in the right 
direction." lombardo said. 
The Dukes will try to And 
the right direction Friday 
.ig.niist u»- Mere Should JMU 
win it would face the winner 
of the Clemson/Richmond 
game Sunday. 
Four Dukes named to AII-CAAs 
Arg\\ Swindells to first team; Karpinksi, McNamara to second 
FOUR, from pane V 
the ball. She has a very quick 
rek'ase on her shot and I think 
that surprises goalkeepers a lot. 
There are a lot of times where tor- 
wards telegraph their shots and 
the goalkeeper gets a chance to 
sot   She n'leases so quit kl\  tliat 
she catches them in between 
strides sometimes and she's 
scored a lot of her goals that w,n 
Argy also was named to the 
All-CAA First Team, along with 
sophomore defender Katy 
Swindells who started all 22 
games for the Dukes this season. 
"Katy has probably been one 
of our most consistent defenders 
this year, and I really diwi't con- 
sider her as much a defender as a 
back,' Uimbardo said. "She 
doesn't just defend; she's got 
attacking capabilities She's a for- 
mer forward and wing midfield- 
er, so when she gets the ball at her 
feet, she's not kuking just to get 
rid of it to give it to someone else. 
"The system that we play, a 
four-three-three, three central 
midfielders which allow spaa' on 
the flanks so our outside Kicks 
get forward into the attack. She s 
very comfortabk' in that role and 
has good feet to do that." 
Red-shirt senior midfielder 
Beth McNamara and red-shirt 
sophomore defender Bryant 
Karpinski were sekieted for the 
All-CAA Second Team. 
McNamara started all 22 
games for JMU and scored three 
goals and had three assists. In 
addition, McNamara als was 
named   to   the  2002   Verizon 
Academic All-District III Soccer 
I iot loam tor the second year in 
a row. McNamara  has a 3.7 
glide potM average. 
1 ornbardo said McNamari 
played central midfielder before 
being moved to the center back 
rok' the last six games. 
"She has just been absolutely 
steady back there," Lombardo 
said Six'-- got gixid defensive 
ability and great feet." 
Meanwhik1, Karpinski started 
all 22 games as well for JMU. 
Bryant is our most hard- 
nosed defender," Uombardo 
said. "She's not overly big at 
5'6" but she doesn't know how 
small she is. She will match up 
with anybody. She's just a 
fierce tackier and a strong, 
hard-nosed defender." 
Get in thej 
mooclfor, Turkey! 
mdV6YirTge paper only 8C 
Copy Centers 
Man. CISAT 
MnfcolAfV HIMlmUi IJ 
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FOR RENT 
2 four Bedroom | nils 
Kil-hl HesMf Kach Other! 
i'!.'mooihpfipm.«n 
vouihin. 
Oil Hn an. KM .V* 1 U4 
Free P-eat IM« Jaawary . looking 
fo< someone lo take tease. Can 
43*797-4829. 
MM!  Tern Over or IHMNN     r  c 
r..v ign n SouQ MM nnrwwi 
Bedroom a? available with private 
bsiri Most utilities included. Rent 
is 1295/moffth. Desperate to ram • 
*i(i pay l/4Ui of rent through M*, 
Please contact Taylor. 80446? 5685 
or Rebecca Jaittert. 438-3835 
Feeling Craeaet-.r 
spacious houses, duplexes and 
apartments   See photos, prices 
and current availability for 2003 • 
2004 at www.casttepropertt com. 
We have 
property at: 
WF.STPORT VILLAGE 
HUNTER'S KIDGE 
DEVON LANE 
MASON STREET 
LIBERTY STREET 
J-M'S 
OLD SOUTH HIGH 
UNIVERSITY' PLACE 
EAST & WEST MARKET 
HIGH STREET 
I -2-3-4 OR 5 
BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS 
2-3-4 BEDROOM 
HOUSES 
ALL WALKING 
DISTANCE TO JMUI 
NO BUS RIDE! 
Kline Realty 
Properly Management 
438-8800 
PARK APARTMENTS 
1.2. £ 3 hrdrmiim 
t.a* priniil.il lor heal, 
rooking 4    i>! Mater 
I>pli..n i      \l I   I   III m 
MMM 
t nrporalr ipartm.nf 
home* atalleMr 
SKorl term Irate* optioeal 
Pel frlcmll. rnmmMnrtt 
c»ii(5*)i4.ii:<,:i 
KJII.1 MouMnrf Dppnnunrt) 
1 B^ •HIM 
across from campus, S375'mo 
Water and nut incturM Av.MaM 
.,(.,. mraum Mo «M 
it*H HH LooWeg tor a female 
to sublet room ai South view. Tram 
'loor. private bathroom, walk ir> 
closet. 1305/month (nog) plus 
electric Contact Meghan. 47&358P 
or tiowmanme4hmu.edu 
. • 2 3 
bedroom directly across from the 
campus 1700/month pkis depose. 
Available 1/1/03. Call 438-9140. 
Foui tearoom Townhouse ■ 7 
baths, washer/dryer. J750 or will 
lease by Moor. 2 bed, 1 bath 
Kitchenette. I37S 1326 Bradley 
lane. 8336104 
FortslHilb&GreCTbriar 
Drive Townhouse* 
Tails, applicants lor 20OJ - 2004 
Khar* year. 4 A \ Bedmotm. Ren 
il,.VXSI.70u/mo CaNe. Telephone, 
and Ethernet hookup, in all rooms 
tall WJ47H 
Room Available for Second 
Semester - $230 par month. Call 
2S88964 or UonsnOaol.com 
tor temaie. Two wows to JMU. All 
utilities, .asher/dryer. S450/mo 
Call 434 8800. 
OR SALE 
2 Tickets Bring In Da Noise, 
■ring In Da Fen*," • with Savion 
Glover. November 16. 2:00 p.m . 
Warner Theater. DC. Call 568-2353 
or 574-4647. hrteacCynu.edu. 
• Piece Pearl Dram Sol • rack, 
double pedal, maple snare. Petite 
symoals. $2,700 Contact Gavin. 
540*872861 
krthtXic. \\*m+mH mm -"irorn 
the world. Gift & Thrift. 227 N. 
Main 
1MB Honda CRV EX AWD 
wtth extras, excellent condition. 
115.000 miles. Below NADA at 
SlO.ftOO. 0B0   4321018. art. 4 
(daytane): Chr.s. 
IBB B~ Ford Centew - 5 speed. V6. 
84.000 miles, (real shape, new 
tires, battery. Perfect student cart 
$4,395. best offer. 879-9947 
Dell Insplron 7000 Laptop 
Computer • E.cellent condition. 
Asking. $550. For more 
■ttormation. call Mary. 574 3447. 
1M8 Ford eVewee N • 4WD. 3 nch 
lifl. good condition, greet fo< four- 
wheeling. $2,500. or Dest offer. 
Ca* 54O4380681 
Mseaeaatten Time Skare • 4th 
week Sept. 1st week Oct Sleeps 
8. full kitchen, jacurzl, sauna, 
double deck $5,000 '*k . oD.o. 
703-2554712. 
Weaker • Kenmore, compact, 
excellent condition (I paid $500). 
$200 Dryer ■ wtwlpool. stackaWe. 
small to medium sized. $60. Call ■>74?V)G 
'93 Dodge Colt - low mileage. 
some work needed $1.700/neg. 
Call 433-5157. 
1BB4 Chrysler La-tare* - 65.500 
miles, very depandaDia new 
stereo, spoke wheels, elec locks 
and windows, automatic, air. Call 
Sharon 4335112.   $1,000 (negj. 
2001 Ford 1aH-JB«-17.000 m*M 
perfect condition. v6 engine. AC, 
alarm. Ai-oy wheels, AM/FM/ 
cassette, cruise control, driver/ 
passenger a rbag. power locks, 
windows   and steering 443-5767 
Outgoing Student Needed • to 
build a tae—' o* professional rape 
to manage "lerhabng promotion at 
JMU athletic games and other 
campus venues. Great opportunity) 
CaN Ban, 800-592 2121, e.t. 150. 
X-mas help 
Immediate openings in 
customer service sales. 
Great pay and great 
environment. Temporary 
and permanent posiiions. 
Students welcome and 
schedules around finals. 
Musi be 18*. Call now! 
434-245-0226 
Cain Up to $500 Par Week • 
assembling products at home. No 
experience. Info. 1-985*46-1700. 
Oept. VA-4806. 
K Trainees Needed - $~250 
a day potential   Local positions. 
1 800^2933885. ext. 215. 
I1.B00 Weekly Pot*ntW 
our circulars. Free Information. Call 
2036830202 
Fraternities • Sororities 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Earn $1,000- $2,000 (his 
semcMer with a proven 
( jinjui-l uTnlrsiiMV 3 hour 
fundraiiing event 
Oar program* make 
faadralilag raa) with ao rltki. 
Kundrsiiinj dales arc filling quickly. 
so get v. nh ihc program! It works. 
Comae t CampusFaadralaai 
aiaW-923-J2)ll.orvl*li 
w»*H' campuifvmlralu 
Long    Dlstanea    3$   centi 
minute - No fees. No 10-10. Call 
1866-366 3489. 
http://bestrates.iaeooi net 
Yea Cen tee The Oector New • 
at Patient Care Plus in Staunton 
8:00 am. - 10:00 p.m. 365 days 
a year. And we'll meat you 
anytime after hours. Just call 
540 8856786 Board certified 
emergency ohysiclsns. *-rays, 
treatment o( an minor illnesses 
and injunes No waiting evenings 
and nights 
Cot a Speeding Ticket? Your 
auto's speedometer may be wrong 
Calibrate your speedometer today 
and beat that ticket in court. Call 
434-8800 
MM ICE 
lor mure information lad 
aw tuner regarding (he 
lauggaa1 ao) hiacllflMUai 
ofpnuanrv tonct fr 
Belter Ruunrw Bureau. IK 
|«n.5.U-55tl 
TRAVEL 
PI Spring Break Vacattonst '. 10* 
best prices! Menco. Jamaica. 
Bahamaa. Florida. Teias. Book now 
and receive free parties and 
meals. Campus reps wanted! 
1800234,7007 
endWsssummerfouri.com 
»1 Spring li-rak Optrstort 
Awaeome deals on packages with 
free meal plans for Cancun & 
Jamaica. Book o> October 31st. 
Call us today. 1 8662732500 
wvvw.vagaoondtours.com 
111 Early SfMckHal Spnng Break 
Bahamas party crulsal 5 days 
$299' includes meals, parties' 
Awesome beaches, nightlife! 
Departs from Florida! Oet group 
go freel apringbreakfrave/com [•6004784 M 
Spring Break 2003 with 
MuderrtCRy ceml RAnp air. hotel. 
free food and 150* lowest price 
guarantee1 Reos wanted! Organise 
15 friends, earn 2 free trips. VIP 
treatment, cash and pmsa to 
promote StudentCity.comt Cal 
1-800-293-1445 or email 
saissVstudentcity com today I 
CAntgH • AXANLCO * JAMAICA 
IMffAMAl • Mm* 
k-ffi32.vi 
I.»00.e4g.4«» 
¥ww.ihtrevel^aai 
JMU Spnng Break. Are yea Going? 
Then go Direct* Book now and gel 
guaranteed lowest price, free meals, 
and tree maurancei Campus reps 
wanted-1 Organize son** ' 
sajaal Beef Bel naaa ••«> rustornet 
cea»B4a>vma' 1 800 387 1252 
•vww. sprn,arireek rarect.com 
111 Eady Sprkig Break SpecleM.' 
Cancun & Jamaica from $429! 
Free breakfast, dinners & parties! 
Award winning Company, Group 
aaaBfg '"■"' Ptoe)Bi ..'■•'■ ona hgni 
$1491 aprvigOrea*(f'»r.' corn 
18006786386 
At Laetl gprkag Breah Is Niir! 
Book before Nov 6th. Free meals. 
parties. 2 free tnos. lowest pnees 
Call 1-80O426-7710 
www. sunspVasnt ours .cc" 
Act Newt i>ti.v mte« the best 
spring break prices! South Padre, 
Cancun. Jamaica. Bahamas. 
Acapulco. Florida, and Mardigrn-. 
Travel free, reps needed, earn 
$$$   Group discounts for 6*. Call 
dept. 2626.) ■^ com 
Spring Break 2003 • no* 
sponsored by Student Eipress! 
Cancun. Acapulco. Ma;atlen, 
Jamaica. Bahamas. South Padre. 
Las Vegas. Fionda. and itiua 
Boo* early ami get free meaisl 
Student Express sponsors the 
best parties and is now hiring 
salaried Salespeople, Campus 
Reps, and On sitn Staff Contact 
www.studente-press.cum or call 
1600-787 3787 fo. oVIjds 
Wanted! Spring Breakers! SCV 
•van's tO MM rOMOft ''■'< M I' I > 
2003 to Cancun. Acapulco. Mazatlan. 
Jarnaca or the Oaham^-. lor frnr-' CaH 
now at 18007954786 or eme4 at 
aa*ese>suncoas'vactf Kins con> 
dlvet O-p   lay first Tandem 
1
   miles  Up! 
.   - p*e aircraft. JMU student 
»     Call 1-877 3483759 
• $-,J MOW ^t ,"" v 
Advertise in 
The Breeze! 
Place your ad today! 
568-6127 
Subscribe to 
The Breeze! 
$40 for thud class mall 
or $80 for first class mall, 
you can receive) e full year of 
TrmBr—u! 
Pieaee sand your name. 
address & money to: 
Trrt Bratlt 
James Madison University 
Anthon> Seeger Hall 
MSC 680S 
Horrleonbutg, VA 22107 
Recycle this Breeze 
fi/Mfatettfal 7 AM t0 10:30 PM"7 DAYS A WEEK 
VAN SPECIALISTS 
RENTACAR 
LOW RATES! 
433-3549 
QUALIFIED DRIVERS OVER 21 WELCOME! 
3275 Main at South Main AmocofNear Ramada Inn) Hamsonburg 
HEAVENLY HAM 
182 NefTAve. Han-isonbiirg 
Behind Wal-Mart at the Valley Mall 
434-57(10; 434-5011 (lax) 
Ham and Much More! 
Eat-In Party Platters 
Take-Out Tai .gating 
$1<H» off Box Lunch 
I Kxpircs: 12/9/02 
i Valid in Harrisonburs; store only 
i Not valid on deliveries or with other ofib •• 
DIE ANOTHER DAY 
Featuring Madonna's hit song and the classic 
James Bond theme remixed by Paul Oakenfold. 
ON SALE $14.99 CD 
ALSO NEW ON SALE THIS WEEK: 
Missy Elliott "Under Construction" On Sale $13.99 CD 
Fit Joe "Loyirry" $13.99 CO 
Jiy-Z "The Blueprint 2 Gift & the Curse" 15.99 2 CD sal 
Sean Paul   Duffy Rock" 11.99 CD 
Pearl Jam "Riot Act" 13.99 CD 
Pretenders "Loose Screw" 13.99 CD 
Saliva "Back Into Your System" 13.99 CD 
Three Doors Down "Away From the Sun" lltd. ed.) 14.99 CD 
Sign up lot Plan ft Weekly Email! 
Spam Ftae and We Don t Shata 
YoufAddiess! Email us at 
clue9tralatr9muiic com 
NEWIT HXPAMOEOSIOal' 
■WlWll 
iMreilneivaWI 
Top S«'ll(>r*>! 
Always On Sale1 
Eminem • Tori Amos 
Nirvana • Sigut Ros 
Santana • Foo Fighters 
Johnny Cash      « 
Bjork • David Gtay 
Alison Kiauss      p 
NEW & USED 
CHJwH.Oni>VW.U 
434-9999 
KROGER SHOPPING CTR 
1790-96 E. Market St. 
Mon-Sel. 10-9. Sundsy 12-6 
aVWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM 
WHAT A RECORD 
STORE SHOULD BE! 
LrSTBI MFORE V0U BUY! 
Classes starting soon! 
a—   1 Ut-A1     Ph«   I Ohe«     V«rt* |   0»o 
°*   I   •»• I      I    1 t     [     t 
Classes for the April 26, 2003 MCAT 
»    I Phy.   I Cham I v«»M I   Onj   I    B*t   I   Teal   | Ph|t | Cnar. I   O,   I   ao    I Pies 
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Call or visit us online today to enroll! 
KAPLAN 
1   800  KAP   TEST 
kaptest.com 
AOL keyword: Kaplan 
201 THE BREEZE THURSDAY. NOV. 14, 2002 
Come 
view the 
clubhouse 
and model 
apartment 
Thursday 
November 21 
4-6pm 
Free 
^ ^   Food and 
A
-^V Beverages 
Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! 
Sign a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get 
FREE local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year! 
1068 N Lois Lane 
4320600 
www.lbjlimited.com 
The Commons  i Stone Gate 
1                 South View   M 
f 
Office Hours 
Monday - Friday 
8:30-7:00 
Saturday - Sunday 
12:00-4:00 
' 
